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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fractional calculus is quite an old topic, names such as Leibniz, Euler, Liouville 
or Weyl, just to mention a few, can all be associated with its development. Their 
contributions were of pure analytic nature, however application of fractional cal­
culus to problems in mechanics and engineering are well-known. We refer to the 
monographs of K.B. Oldham and J. Spanier [33], S. Samko et al. [38], A. Kilbas 
et al. [25], Podlubny [34], and F. Mainardi [28] for introductory material, analytic 
considerations and applications.
More recently fractional calculus became an important tool in modelling problem 
in science, engineering and finance related to continuous time random walks. Thus, 
it became a tool in stochastic analysis. We refer to work done by R. Gorenflo and 
F. Mainardi [8], [9] and [10], R. Gorenflo et al. [11], R. Hilfer [13], or Y. Zhang et al. 
[48], to mention some more pioneering or recent work. The very recent monograph 
[30] by M. Meerschaert gives an excellent introduction to ideas relating fractional 
calculus and stochastic models.
The basic idea is that continuous time random walks when obeying certain scal­
ing laws are governed by (heavy tail) distributions which satisfy certain fractional 
differential equations. These could be fractional differential equations with respect 
to the space variable or to the time variable or even both. Assuming spacial and 
time homogeneity a Fourier-Laplace transform approach is most appropriate to de­
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rive and solve corresponding equations.
Already in his pioneering paper [44] H. Weyl pointed out relation to (translation 
invariable) pseudo-differential operators (in case of the torus). Our motivation is to 
consider first, from the analytic point of view non-trivial equations which are spa- 
cially not any more homogeneous, hence a translation invariant pseudo-differential 
operator is replaced by a pseudo-differential operator having a symbol with variable,
i.e. ^-dependent coefficients.
The pseudo-differential operators we are interested in also link to stochastic 
processes and where studied by W. Hoh [14], N. Jacob [16]-[20], and N. Jacob and 
R. Schilling [21], just to give some references.
In our work we aimed to develop mathematical tools, and we have not yet touched 
problems to modelling:
There are three main results in our work. The first is, Theorem 7.6, which gives 
conditions for the existence of a mild solution to the problem
0V^u(x, t) +  ip(Dx)u(x , t) = g{x , t)
and
QV*-lu{x,t)\t=Q = 0,
for g : M x [0, oo) —> R. Here qDta (and qD^~1) is Riemann-Liouville fractional 
derivatives and i/j(Dx) is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol ip, ip being 
independent of x.
Further, Theorem 8.6, gives for small times and suitable bounds for data the 
existence of a mild solution to the problem
oD?u(x, t) +  i;(Dx)u(x, t) +  p(x, Dx)u(x , t) = g(x, t)
with initial data
o V f - 'u ix i t )  |t=0 =  0.
Here p(x] Dx) is a pseudo-differential operator which should be interpreted as a small 
perturbation of ip(Dx).
The third result, Theorem 9.2, gives the existence and uniqueness of mild solution 
to problem
0T>?u(x,t) +  ip{Dx)u{x,t) + p ( x ,D x)u(x,t) -  [  f(u{x,0))dB(9) = g (x ,t),
Jo
and
0X>?- 1 u ( M ) | t = o  =  0.
Here B{9) is standard Brownian motion and /  satisfies a Lipschitz condition and 
linear growth condition.
Let us start to explain these results in more detail. First we need to explain 
some notation and auxiliary results.
Though there are some different types on fractional derivatives, but in our paper, 
we only focus on the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of the order a  6 
(0,1). We find in Mainardi [28], Podlubny [34] and Samko [38], that the Riemann- 
Liouville fractional derivatives are defined for 0 < a < 1 by,
o V ? m  : = n r ^ a ) J t L { t - T ra f{T )d T '
where
An important method that we use to handle the Riemann-Liouville fractional 
derivative is Laplace transform, which is given as for m  G N
m
C{0v r m - t 5 } =  saF(s) -  dkSk~l , m  -  1 < a  ^  m,
k = 0
where F(s) is denoted by (Cy)(s), and
dk = (V%~ky)(0+), k =  1 , . . . ,  m.
By using the inverse Laplace transform with respect to s, we can find a function 
once we know its Laplace transform.
Next we want to introduce some results on real-valued continuous negative def­
inite functions ip, referring to Hoh [14] and Jacob [18]. We know that ip has the 
representation
^ ( 0  =  /  ( 1 - c o s  yQv{dy)
J R\{0}
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with a Levy measure v  satisfying / K^ 0^  1 A \y\2v(dy) < oo. We find further that if 
ip is of class C 2, then for I ^  2 and ip(£) ^  0
dV (f)
</,(?), I = 0; 
C ^ > 2(f), / =  1; 
C2, / =  2.
Moreover, for our investigation we require a lower bound for ip, i.e.
m  > c„( i + i?i2r /2, c* > o
for some 7  G (1,2) and all £ G M.
Further we need to handle pseudo-differential operators
p (x ,D x)v{x) =  (2tt) _1/2 [  elx^p(x^)v{^)d^
J R
with symbol p : R x R - » R  and we require that £ •—> p(x, £) is for each r G R  fixed 
a continuous negative definite function. Here v is denoted by Fourier transform of 
v. We want p(x, D x) to satisfy the estimate
\\p(x,Dx)u(-,t ) \ \ L 2 ^  fjL\\u(-,t)\\L2 , u(-,t) G L5 
where /i is independent of t, and
‘M i l l*  =  f  \u{x,t)\2dx.
J R
U(
The most important auxiliary results, are estimates for E a,a(—ip(£)ta) for 0 < 
a  < 1 where E aj0t is a generalized Mittag-Leffler function, which is defined by 
E a,a := ]uT=o (rfin+Q)n• We exPlain that E ata(- ip (() ta) for t > 0 belongs in L2(M) 
and E a a^{—4>(£)ta) ^  Ct~a. Further we can obtain that Ea a^ (—ip(^)ta) belongs in 
L2(R) n  L°°(M). By proving
d i2
we find the estimate
EaA - ^ 0 t a)
(1 +  iei2)7/2 (i +  q^) ’
h ( t , r ) : = \ \F  1 (Ea>a(-ip(-){t -  r ) a))||Li ^  Ki(t -  r) ah  +  «2(1 +  (t -  r )a) \
4
where F  1 is denoted by inverse Fourier transform.
Next we find that
1 1—> h(t) = ta~lh(t, t ) 
is integrable on every finite interval [0, T\ and we get
f  h(r)dr ^ ^  r »(7-i) /7 +
J o  «(7 -  1) a
Now, let us return to explain our main results. We investigate the basic equation 
with non-zero initial data, namely
oV^u(x,  t) +  ip(Dx)u(x, t) =  0
and
QV*~lu(x,t)\t=Q = b(x).
We can use the method in Podlubny [34] to obtain the unique solution of this 
problem, where an approach using a Fourier transform with respect to the space 
variable(s) and Laplace transform with respect to the time variable is the main tool 
for solving such an equation. Assuming for ip with 7  G (1,2)
m  > q . (  1 +  Ki2r /2,
we get Eaia(—ip(’)ta) G L2(M) D L°°(E). However, there is a problem with the 
smoothness of b G 5(E ).
We next discuss the problem with a non-trivial right-hand-side:
0V?u(x,  t) +  ip(Dx)u(x , t) = g(x, t)
and
oVf - 'u iXi t )  |t=0 =  b{x).
We find the mild solutions of this problem when the initial data is equal to zero and 
g 6  L°°([0,T];L2(R)).
Further we prove that the existence and uniqueness of mild solution of the prob­
lem
0Vf u( x ,  t) +  ip(Dx)u(x, t) +  p(x, Dx)u(x, t) = g(x, t )
5
and
oVt~lu(x, t ) \ t=Q =  0.
To get our result, we want to apply Banach’s fixed point theorem to the operator 
Ltu(x ,t)  :=
(2 t t ) —1/2 f  f  (t - T ) Q- 1g { x - y , T ) ( F - \ E aya( - ' t p ( - ) ( t - T ) a ) ) ) { y ) d Td y  
J r  J o
+  (2tr ) “ 1/2 [  (  {t -  T)a~l {p{x,Dx)u{x -  -  r )a))){y)drdy,
J r  J o
and prove that this operator is contractive. Moreover, we prove that this operator 
Lt leaves a set invariant and get the desired result.
Finally, we consider a stochastic perturbation of the initial equation:
0V?u(x,t)  +  ip(Dx)u(x,t) + p (x ,D x)u{x,t) -  [  /( i t  (a;, 6))dB(6) = g(x, t),
Jo
where B(6) is a standard one dimensional Brownian motion and /  satisfies a Lip- 
schitz condition and a linear growth condition. Existence and uniqueness for this 
problem is proved using an adaptation of standard techniques which is possible once 
we have solved the deterministic problem.
Let us briefly describe the content of each chapter.
In the second Chapter we collect several auxiliary results. We introduce basic 
notation, for example function spaces and norms, discuss the Fourier transform as 
well as the Laplace transform, and in particular we discuss the convolution theorem. 
Positive and negative definite functions in the sense of Bochner and Schoenberg 
are introduced, their properties treated and relations to convolution semigroups 
of measures discussed. We also provide several examples of continuous negative 
definite functions and we discuss the Levy-Khintchine formula. Subordination in 
the sense of Bochner is an important tool for us, so we introduce Bernstein functions 
and subordinate convolution semigroups. Next we turn to one-parameter operator 
semigroups, in particular to Feller semigroups and sub-Markovian semigroups, and 
we consider subordinate operator semigroups. Eventually we discuss the Burkholder- 
Davis-Gundy inequality as a probabilistic tool needed later on.
6
In Chapter 3 we recollect basic results about two parameter Mittag-Leffler func­
tions. In particular we concentrate on integral representations and the asymptotic 
behaviour. The latter becomes important when estimating later on terms such as 
E Qta(-ip(£)tQ).
Next, in Chapter 4, we turn to fractional differential equations. We explain the 
relevant notions and recollect how to solve certain initial value problems with the 
help of generalized Mittag-Leffler functions. This will allow us to solve equations 
which are time-fractional and space with respect to pseudo differential equations 
with constant coefficient. The basic idea is that the Fourier transform will trans­
fer such an equation to a parameter-dependent ordinary time-fractional differential 
equation. This equation we can solve and now we need to take the inverse Fourier 
transform of term such as E a}a( - rilj(-)ta)*g(-, t). To proceed forward we need precise 
estimates for E a a^{—^ ( ’)ta) and some of its derivatives. This is done in Chapter 5 
which in some sense is the technical core of our work.
The results up to Chapter 5 already allow to solve some problems leading to 
Theorem 7.6. However to handle equations with a symbol leading to a pseudo- 
differential operator with variable coefficients instead of 'ip(D), we need more prepa­
rations. Chapter 6 is devoted to these preparations. Since we want to stay in the 
context of pseudo-differential operators with continuous negative symbols - only 
these operators may generate stochastic processes - we can not apply the standard 
theory of pseudo-differential operators. Instead we are dependent on work of Hoh 
[14] and Jacob [17]-[20]. These results are summarized in Chapter 6 , not in full gen­
erally, but fit for our purpose. In particular we concentrate ourselves on L2-bounded 
operators, i.e. using a Calderon-Vaillancourt result.
The final 3 chapters are devoted to derivation of the main results as described 
above.
I am glad to thank Professor Niels Jacob, who initialized this work. Both in the 
studying and writing processes, he gave me a great number of professional sugges­
tions and helps in order to make me finish this dissertation successfully.
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I am grateful to Dr. Chenggui Yuan for his patient guidance and continuous 
support. He gave me meticulous helps all the time.
And I wish to thank my parents for their support and help.
Chapter 2
Prelim inaries
In this chapter we collect some basic background material needed later on. As 
general reference for our background material may serve [14], [18], as well as [21].
At the beginning, we want to give definitions of some function spaces:
D efinition 2.1. Let G C Rn be an open set and m  E N0 U {oo}. We define the 
spaces:
1
Ck(G) := {u : G —> C \ u is k — times continuously differentiable};
Cq(G) := {u E C k(G) | supp u is compact};
C k(G) := {u G C k(G) \ dau is bounded for  |a | ^  k}.
In case m = 0, we write Cb(G) only. In C k(G) we have the norm
where
IMloo := I M k  := sup |u(a:)|.
i ( = R
4
C°°(G) := P i C*(G);
k £ N
5
C 0° ° ( G )  := p |  Cff(G)-
fc g n
Definition 2.2. The Schwartz space <S(Rn) is the function space 
S(R") := { /  £ C “ ( R " ) | | | / | |^  < oo, for all a , 0 €  NJ},
where
\\f\\a,0 =  sup \xadpf{x) \ .x£Rn
Definition 2.3. Define the topological dual space P '(R n) o/Cq^R”) to be the space 
of distributions on Rn. The topological dual space S'(M.n) of the Schwartz space 
<S(Rn) is called the space o f  tempered distributions. It consists of all distribu­
tions u £ P '(R ) having a continuous extension to <S(Rn), i.e. <S'(Rn) C V'(Mn).
D efinition 2.4. On Rn we take the Borel a-field and consider Borel measures (i. 
For 1 ^  p < oo we define Lp(Rn,/z) to be the usual Lebesgue spaces of measurable 
functions u : Rn —► C with finite norm
IMIlp(R") := I /  \u(x)\pp{dx)
\ J  R n
Further we define the norm
We are mainly working with real-valued functions, however the definitions of the 
function spaces we are using are valid for real as well as complex-valued functions.
D efinition 2.5. We define
Loo([0>r];L2(Rn) ) : = ( t t : [ 0 , r i - >L2(lRn) |  sup ||u(-, t ) \ \ L 2 < oo )  ,
I J
which is equipped with norm
IM|L°°([0,T];L2(lRn)) =  SUp ||u ||l2(R") 
os^cr
=  sup ( / \u{x, t)\2dx )
0 \ j R n  J
D efinition 2.6. The Fourier transform  of f  G S(Rn) is defined by
m ( 0  = m  ■= (2 tt) - " /2 [  e -“ £/(x )dx , £ 6  K", (2 .1 )
JRn
with its inverse Fourier transform, for g G tS(Rn),
f'M sK *) == (2tt)-"/2 [  eil£s(Od$. * € R”. (2.2)
J R n
D efinition 2.7. We define the Fourier transform of f  G L l (Rn) again by (2.1).
Further we may define F ~1 on L!(Rn) by (2.2). /n  case that f  G L^IR71), then
F~1(f )  = f .
Theorem  2.8. Let g, G At^"(Mn) be a bounded Borel measure. Its Fourier transform 
fi is given by
ft = (27t)—n/2 f  e~lx'^fi(dx), (2.3)
J R n
and it is a uniformly continuous function on Rn.
D efinition 2.9. Let f  G <S'(Mn) and G <S(Rn). The Fourier transform f  of f  is 
defined by
</ ,0 >  : = ( / , < £ > .  (2-4)
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Because the Fourier transform can not be defined for u G L2 (Rn), to obtain an 
extension of the Fourier transform from iAfR71) D L2(Rn) to L2(Rn), we use the 
Plancherel theorem:
Theorem  2.10. The Fourier transform as it is defined on /^ (R 71) D L2(Rn) has an 
extension to L2(Rn). This extension is an isometry on L 2(R71) which is bijective and 
has a continuous inverse, in particular we have
ll/llo =  ll/llc (2.5)
D efinition 2.11. We define the con vo lu tio n  of the two functions f , g  G <S(Rn) by
( /  * g)(x) := [  f ( x  -  y)g{y)dy. (2 .6 )
J Kn
If 1 ^  p, g, r  < oo satisfy ~ ~ ~ +  L Young’s inequality holds
Theorem  2.12. Let f  G Lp(Rn) and g G L9(Rn). We have
l l / * P l | r < | | / | | p W 9. ( 2 . 7 )
Another important theorem is the convolution theorem linking the Fourier trans­
form' and convolution:
Theorem  2.13. Let f , g  G S(Rn). Then we have
( / ■ 5 ) A( C  =  ( 2 ^ ) - " / 2 ( / * 9 ) ( 0  (2 - 8 )
and
( /  * <?)A( C  =  ( 2 w ) B/2/ ( f l  ■ m -  ( 2 . 9 )
Let (Di, Ai, /xi) and (fi2> A 2, ^ 2) to be two measure spaces. We denote by //i ®/x2 
the product measure of pi and 112. The mapping : Rnfc —> R71, ( z i , . . .  ,Xk) »-> 
Xi . . .  +  Xk, k G N is used to define the convolution of measures
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D efin ition  2.14. Let pj G A4^(IRn), 1 ^  j  ^  k, be measures. The image of 
ji\ ® . . .  ® p,k under Ak is called the convo lu tion  o f  m easures  and is denoted by
Pi * . . .  * nk := A k(fii <g>. . .  <8> Mfc). (2.10)
The next theorem collects some properties of measures.
T heo rem  2.15. A. For p ,v  G A t^(R n), the convolution theorem holds, i.e.
( p * v ) A =  (2n)n/2p-i>. (2 .1 1 )
B. For p G A4^(Mn) and v G A t^(R m) we have
(p ® ^)A(£, ?7) =  /*(£) • ^(77), £ G Rn mboxand 77 G Mm. (2-12)
D efin ition  2.16. Lei /  G L*0C(1R); swpp f  C [0,0 0 ). /is Laplace t r a n s fo r m  C(f )  
is defined by
POO
£ (/)(* )  := /  e~zif(t)d t, z e C .  (2.13)
Jo
D efin ition  2.17. Let p be a measure on R and assume that supp p C [0, oo) as well 
as f Q°° e~xsp(ds) < oo for all x > 0. Its Laplace transform is defined by
POO
C(p)(z)  := /  e~ztp(dt). (2.14)
Jo
Obviously to let the integral (2.13) converge, we need conditions. Let z = x + iy, 
we have
\e~ztu{t)\ =  e~xt\u(t)\.
It follows that the convergence of the integral (2.13) depends only on x = R e z. 
Further, when the integral converges for R e z = x, it converges for all z = x  +  iy 
such that R e z = x  ^  x since
\e~ztu(t)\ = e_x<|u(t)| =  s; e-*‘|u(t)|.
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We conclude that there exists a number x Q £ M =  [—0 0 , 0 0 ] such that 1 1—> e~ztu(t) 
belongs to L1(R+) for Re z > and for Re z < x 0 this function does not belong 
to L1(IR+). Here we use the convention that xq =  —100  when t *—> e~ziu(t) belongs to 
L 1(M+) for all z £ C, and Xo = + 0 0  when there is no x 0 £ R such that 1 1—> e~xotu(t) 
is an element of L 1(R+). This number x £ R is called the abscissa of absolute  
convergence of the Laplace transform of u.
We have the convolution theorem for the Laplace transform:
Theorem  2.18. Let f , g £  Ljoc(Rn). The function f  * g has £0 V X\f Xo,Xi £ Mn;
as its abscissa of absolute convergence for the Laplace transform and
£ ( f  * 9){z) =  ^U){z)C{g){z)  (2.15)
holds for all z £ C, Re z > xq V x \ .
D efinition 2.19. A family (pt)t^o of bounded Borel measures on R n is called con­
volution semigroup on R n if  the following conditions are fulfilled
Pt(Rn) ^  1 for all t ^  0 ;
Ts  ^ht — Mi+si s , t ^ 0  and Mo — £q,
/z* —> £0 vaguely as t —> 0 .
D efinition 2.20. A function u : Rn —> C is called positive definite if  for any
choice of k £ N and vectors f 1, . . .  £ Mn the matrix (u ( — £l))j,i=i,...,k is positive
Hermitian, i.e. for all A i,. . . ,  \k  £ C we have
k
« (e  -  € ')\-a , >  0 .
j,i= 1
Now we denote the set of all positive definite functions on Rn by P (R n) and C P (R n) 
is the set of all continuous positive definite functions on Rn.
We want to state the theorem of Bochner:
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Theorem  2.21. A function u : R n —> C is the Fourier transform of a measure 
/a G Af^(Mn) with total mass \\p\\, if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled
1. u{0) =  m(0 ) =  (27r)-n/2||M||;
2. u is positive definite.
Lem m a 2.22. For any u G P (R n) we have
MO “  u(rl)\2 < 2u(0)(u(0) -  Re u(£ -  g)), (2.16)
and when it(0 ) =  1 we get in addition
M f + v) -  u(Ou(v)\2 ^ (i -  MOI2)(! -  H v ) I2)- (2-17)
Let (Mt)t>o he a convolution semigroup on Mn. It follows that the familly o 
of the Fourier transform of pt, t ^  0, consists of continuous positive definite functions 
on Rn satisfying |/it(OI ^  (27r)_n/2.
D efinition 2.23. A function 'ip : Rn —► C is called negative definite if
^ ( 0 ) ^  0
and
£ i—> (27r)~n^2e~t^ ^  is positive definite for t ^  0 .
We denote the class of the negative definite functions by N (R n). Further we define 
the continuous negative definite function
C N ( R n) := N (R n) n C(Rn). (2.18)
Two examples of continuous negative definite functions are, for 0 < a  ^  1
£  | £ | 2“ , |£|  e  R " ,  ( 2 . 1 9 )
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and
f  >-> W )a =  If 1“ exP(*°^), f   ^ (2-20)
We collect some properties of negative definite functions, compare [3]
P ro p o sitio n  2.24. A function tp : Rn —> C belongs to the class N(M.n) i f  for any 
choice of k £ N and vectors f 1, . . . ,  G Rn the matrix
M C )  +  iK ?) -  (2.2i)
is positive Hermitian.
C oro lla ry  2.25. Lei i t : Rn —* C be a positive definite function. Then the function 
£ ►-> n(0) — it(f) is in IV (Rn).
P ro p o sitio n  2.26. Let ip,<pi : Rn »-> C and (f2  ■ Rm ^  C 6e negative definite 
functions. Then
!■ ¥>(“ £) =  <£>(0 /or a// f  € Rn;
2. (^(0) G R and R e  (y?(f)) ^  ^(0) ^  0 f or aM
3. The function \<p +  pupi is negative definite for all A, ^  0;
The function Atp + fi is negative definite for all A ^  0 and fi ^  —Ay>(0);
5. The function </?i +  V?2 : (£,??) ► <Pi(f) +  ^ 217?) negative definite on Rn x Rm;
6. The function
, 0 , <z>(0 =  0 ,
z ~ m ) r - - = <  (2 .2 2 )
b ( f ) |a exp(zaarg(^(0)), ^  0,
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with arg(y>(£)) ^ [— f] i5 negative definite for each a  E [0,1].
L em m a 2.27. For any locally bounded negative definite function tp E iV(Rn) there 
exists a constant c^ > 0 such that for all £ E Rn
h K f) l< c * ( l  +  | £ | 7 e  (0,2). (2.23)
Next, we want to give serval examples on the continuous negative definite func­
tions.
E xam ple  2.28. Any non-negative symmetric quadratic form q : Rn x Rn —► R is
a continuous negative definite function. Note, that we do not assume q to have full
rank. A convolution semigroup with q as corresponding continuous negative definite 
function is called a Gaussian semigroup.
Proof. We write g(£) instead of <?(£,£) and find for £,77 E Rn that
2 <?(£) +  2 9 (77) =  g(£ +  77) +  9 (£ -  77),
hence 9 (0 ) =  0 and g(£) =  q(—£). Since g(£) E R we have q = q. Let us consider 
the bilinear form r : Rn x Rn —■> R
r(£, rj) = g(£) +  9 (77) -  g(£ -  77).
r(£,£) = M O  ~q(0) ^ 0
r{0v) = q(0 + v(v) -  qit -  0  
= q{v) + ?(£) ~ q ( v ~ 0
= r(77,£)
It follows that
and
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For c G C  define r(cf, 77) =  cr(£,rj) and r(£,crj) = cr{^rf). In particular, we have 
r(c£,c£) =  |c|2r(£,£) ^  0. Now, let A; £ N, . . . ,  £fc £ Mn and c i , . . . ,  c* £ C. For
£ =  E jU  cj¥  we get
/ A :  A:
0 ^  r  I ^ C j ^ ^ c i t 1 
\ j = i i=i
j=i i=i
k
=  ]E (g(^') +  ?(£*) -  -  ^ ))cjQ
j , i = i  
k
= ^(?(e)+?(£') - ?(e -
j,i=i
thus g is a negative definite function and obviously continuous. □
E xam ple  2.29. Te£ I : Mn —> R 6e a linear functional and define V>(0 := ^ (0 -  
TTien the function ^  is a continuous negative definite function. Moreover, whenever 
ip(£) = il(£), I : Mn —> R, is a continuous negative definite function, then I must be 
linear.
Proof. For k £ N and £ * ,...,  £fc £ Rn it follows that
f/>(C) + ,K£■’,) _  _  C’)
= i i ( e ) + i W ) - i i ( e - c ' )  
= i { i ( e ) - n ( r ) - i ( e  - c ) )
=  0
Since any linear functional on Rn is of the form l(£) = h • £ with some h £ Mn, it 
follows that for any h £ IRn the function f  t—> ih • £ belongs to CW(Rn).
To proof the second statement assume that ip(£) =  z/(f), I : Mn —» M, is a 
continuous negative definite function. Then the function =  e~l^ \  t > 0, is 
positive definite and |0t(£)| — 1- Therefore, by (2.17) we have
e ^ (£ + 7 ? )  _  _  g - t ^ C O g - ^ )  — e ~ i t l ( v )  — e ~ i t { l ( 0 + l ( v ) )
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and for k 6 N it follows that
k e - / ...,t. \ k
implying that I is additive and l ( j £) = j /(£ )  for all f  g Q , The continuity of / 
implies now that / must be a linear functional on Mn. □
E xam ple  2.30. Since for h G E n £/ie function £ i—► zs positive definite and
e° =  1, it follows from Corollary 2.25 that £ i—> (1 — e~lh^) is a continuous negative
definite function implying that £ i—> (1 — cos(h • £)) is an element in C N (R n) too.
For h £ R, h ^  0, and t ^  0 let us consider on R the measures
00 -k
^  = 2 J e“'w e“ -
fc=0
Taking the Fourier transform of pLt we get
00 fk 
k=0
k\k—0
= (27r) 1/2e * ^ 2  ~ye 
fc=0
= (27r)-1/2e -‘(1- e' i,‘£>,
implying that£  > 1 — e~lh^  is a continuous negative definite function and that (fit)t^o 
is a continuous semigroup on R, called the Poisson semigroup.
We want to give further examples of continuous negative definite functions, com­
pare [20]:
E xam ple  2.31. Generalized Hyperbolic Distributions
The density of X j of a generalized hyperbolic process is given by
y________________________________ V
Pgh (x \ A,a,/?, 5,/x) =  a(A,a,/?, 6) (62 +  (x -  p)2) 2 K x_i \ a y / 6 2 +  (x -  /i)2J
(2.24)
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where the normalizing constant is
(a2 — 32\^/2
a ( \ , a ,p,S) = — — \  y  (2.25)
y/Trra 25XK \  \ 5 y /a 2 — y2)
We gives the negative definite function for a  > 0, 0 ^  \{3\ < a, p £ R, 5 > 0 and 
X e R ,
m  = - i t  ^  +  0 5  "  J  (e“ '£ -  1 -  “  ■ 0  9(x)dx (2.26)
where
9{x) = V\Uo (e" '^ riXVv(Ji»^VZy) + Yll(6V2y))dy + Xe*“«)' (2'27)
Exam ple 2.32. Hyperbolic D istribu tions
I f  we set A =  1 in the generalized hyperbolic model then we get the hyperbolic model, 
X\ has the density
PH(x) = --------y /a 2 - / 3 2 t>v/ i 2 +(x_rt2 +fflx+rt  ^ (2 2^8)
2a6Ki (d ^ /a 2 -  02\
We give the negative definite function for a  > 0, 0 ^  \/3\ < a, p £ R and 5 > Q,
m  = - » « ^ + 06 -  /  (e<x£ - 1 -  «■ 0 » (*)* . (2-29)
where
9(X) = V\^L ^ (2'30)
E xam ple 2.33. N orm al Inverse Gaussian Distributions
We get this class of distributions by setting X = \  in the generalized hyperbolic 
distribution. The density of X t is given by
a m  *1 ( a W i + m 1 ,
PaA*s(x) =  - e S('/S5::55+^ - ' “ ) V .  J~ .  (2.31)
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In [1] 0. Bamdorff-Nielsen gives its Levy density as
6 a bxKi(a\x\) 
v n i g ( x )  =  — e  — r ~ r —  •7T |X|
The diffusion component is 0 and the drift is given by
P'NiG — T +  f  sinh(bx)Ki(a\x\)dx.
7T Jo
The negative definite function is given by
= i/i£ +  6 {yja2  -  (6 +  i f ) 2 -  y/q2  -  b2) 
for  0 ^  |6 | < a ; J > 0 and m G i
Exam ple 2.34. Variance Gam m a Process
The Levy density can be calculated as
x > 0 ,
kvc(x) = ! „ G1 .
* < 0 ,
where C = ij '
and
92 v 2 6 2v 9v
G =  ' / — +  -  +  T
!Q2 v 2  52v 6 v 
= x l ~A~ + ~ 2  2 ’
The negative definite function is given by
^ ( 0  =  ^ ln (l -  iQ vi +
for 9 ^  0 ; a ^  0  and v ^  0 .
Exam ple 2.35. Carr-G em an-M adan-Yor process
The Levy density has the following form:
i+ F~ > X  >  0,
C.-°N
The negative definite function is given by
tK  -  C T ( - Y ) { ( M  -  iO Y - M Y + (G + iO Y -  GY}, 
/o r C > 0, M > 0, y  is noi in Z, G Js 0 and Y  < 2 .
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
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E xam ple  2.36. Truncated Levy Process
This process is directly constructed using a negative definite function. Including the 
cases v =  0 , 1  the negative definite function is given by:
c ( l n ( A ± i £ ) - l n  A) 
2
ipiv, A,c) =  < 2cosC( ^ ) ( ^
" ( ( A  ±  zf)ln(A ± z f)  — AlnA), if  v -  1,
where c > 0, A > 0. The negative definite function is given by
i fu  = 0 ,
i / v e  (0,1) U (1,2), (2.39)
C O s (7 T Q f /2 )  
for 0 < A < 2 ; c > 0  and A > 0
( ( £ 2 +  A2) a ^2 cos(a arctan(£/A)) -  AQ), (2.40)
E xam ple  2.37. M eixner Process
The density of X t is given by
P(a ,b,m,s,t)i .X )
( 2 C 0 S ( | ) ) 2S* b (x -m t)
2arT{2st)
r ( st + i(x — mt)
The Levy measure is
bxe a
u(dx) =  s — r - r r ^ dy -  m <
(2.41)
x s in h (^ )
the drift is
f b \  f°° s inh (^)
m Meixner = ~ as tan )  + 2s f  Kj,,h( s i ) dy ~ m
and there is no diffusion component. The negative definite function is given by
(2.42)
(2.43)
^ ( 0  =  ~ ili  +  2r ^lncosh(a ^ 2 lb -  lncos(^))^ , (2.44)
for a > 0, —7r < b < ir, r > 0 and I G
E xam ple  2.38. Real m eixner process
The density of the transition probability of the real Meixner process is for 6 =  0 given 
by
4  st
2 raT{ 2 st)
22
r
i s t +
(2.45)
and for (b ^  0 ) by
cos2st (I) 4st ^  st(st +  1) • . . .  • (st +  k -  1)
=  (2^ r ( 2rt)a»  £ -------------------itj-------------------
(2.46)
2
dv.
The negative definite function is given by
^ ( 0  =  ip Remit) := R e  ip(£) =  -2 s  In cos(^) +  sln(cosh2( y )  -  sin2(^)), (2.47)
for a > 0 , — 7r < b < n and s > 0 .
Note we want to discuss by the Levy-Khinchin formula for continuous negative 
definite function. The Levy-Khinchin formula says that every continuous negative 
definite function rip : Mn —» C has the representation
with a non-negative constant c ^  0, a vector d G Mn, a symmetric positive semidef- 
inite quadratic form g, and a finite Borel measure fi on Mn\{0}. The function ip 
is uniquely determined by (c, d, g, /u) and any such quadruple defines via (2.48) a 
continuous negative definite function. An analytic proof is given by N. Jacob and 
R.L. Schilling [21] or [18].
First, we introduce an important definition of the Levy measure:
D efin ition  2.39. Let n be the measure in the Levy-Khinchin representation of the 
continuous negative definite function ip : Mn —> C. The measure
defined on B(Mn\{0}) is called the L e v y  m easure  associated with ip.
Let ip : Mn —► E be a real-valued continuous negative definite function and denote 
by v its Levy measure. It follows that
ip(C) = c + i(d-£)  +  g( 0  + pi(dx) (2.48)
(2.49)
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and ip has the representation
Ip{0 — c +  #(£)+  [  (1 -  cos(x • £))v(dx). (2.50)
jRn\{0 }
The following theorem is due to W. Hoh [14]:
T h eo rem  2.40. Let ip : lRn —> R  be a continuous negative definite function with 
Levy-Khinchin representation (2.50). Suppose that for 2 ^  I ^  m  all absolute 
moments of the Levy measure v exist, i.e.
M t := /  \x\lv(dx) < oo, 2 ^  I ^  m. (2.51)
JRn\{0 }
Then, ip is of class Cm(M.n), and for a  € Nq, a ^ m ,  we have the estimate
| < qa| • <
ip( 0 , a  =  0 ;
X 2(0 , M  =  1; (2-52)
1 , | a | > 2 .
with c0 =  1, ci =  (2 M2 )1/ 2 +  2 A1/2, C2 =  M 2 +  2A and ci = Mi, 3 ^  I ^  m  , where A 
is the maximal eigenvalue of the quadratic form q in (2.52).
Now Bernstein functions and subordination are investigated.
D efin ition  2.41. A function f  e C°°((0, 0 0 )) is called a B e r n s te in  f u n c t io n  if
k_n?
dxk
holds for all k E N.
/  ^  0 and »  0 (2-53)
D efin ition  2.42. A function f  : (0, 0 0 ) —> IR is a com plete ly  m o n o to n e  f u n c ­
t io n  if f  is of class C°° and
( - l ) " / (n)(A) Is 0 for a lln  e  NU{0} and A >  0. (2.54)
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Thus, we easily see a Bernstein function is positive, increasing and concave. 
Furthermore, the set of all Bernstein functions forms a convex cone containing the 
positive constants. And a function /  is a Bernstein function if and only if, / '  is a 
completely monotone function.
P ro p o sitio n  2.43. For a function f  : (0, oo) —> R the following two assertions are 
equivalent:
1 . f  is a Bernstein function;
2 . f  ^  0  and for all t > 0  the function exp(—t f )  is completely monotone.
T h eo rem  2.44. Let f  be a Bernstein function. Then there exists constants a, b ^  0 
and measure /i on (0, oo) verifying
f°° s
/  —— n(ds),oo (2.55)
J Q +  -L I S
such that
POO
f ( x )  = a + bx + /  (1 — e~xs)fi(ds), x  > 0. (2.56)
J o+
The triple (a, 6 , p) is uniquely determined by f .  Conversely, given a,b ^  0 and a 
measure /i on(0,oo) satisfying (2.55), the (2.56) defines a Bernstein function.
C oro llary  2.45. The convex cone of Bernstein functions is closed under pointwise 
convergence.
Next we want to study Bernstein functions with convolution semigroups of mea­
sures.
D efin ition  2.46. Let (r]t)t^o be a convolution semigroup of measures on R. It is 
said to be supported by [0, oo) if  supp r]t C [0, oo) for all t ^  0.
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Theorem  2.47. Let f  : (0, oo) —► R be a Bernstein function. Then there exists a 
unique convolution semigroup (rjt)t^o supported by [0 , oo) such that
C(r}t)(x) = el^ x\  x  > 0 and t > 0, (2.57)
holds. Conversely, for any convolution semigroup (r)t)t^o supported by [0, oo) there 
exists a unique Bernstein function f  such that (2.57) holds.
Remark 2.48. Since (2.55) holds in the half-plane Re z ^  0 we have
77t([0 , oo]) =  £(?7t)(0 ) =  e~tf{0\  t > 0. (2.58)
Thus rjt is a probability measure if and only if  f ( 0) =  0. Further note that the con­
tinuous negative definite function associated with the convolution semigroup (rjt)t^o 
is given by u f( iy ) .  In particular, this means that for any Bernstein function f  
the function £ ► ^(O  := f(i£) is negative definite and continuous. Form (2.56) we
find the Levy-Khinchin representation of ip to be
POO
V' ( 0  =  a +  & f + /  ( l - e " ,a*M dO» (2-59)Jo+
where p is the measure from (2.55).
Let {pt)t^o be a convolution semigroup on Rn with associated continuous negative 
definite function ip. Further, let /  be a Bernstein function with associated semigroup 
{Vt)t^Q supported on [0, oo). For /  we have the representation (2.56), and since 
Re ip ^  0 we may consider the function f  o ip:
poo
( /°V 0 (O  =  a + bip{£) +  /  (1 -  e~si){0 )p{ds). (2.60)
J o+
The function f  i—> e~s^  is positive definite, hence f  i—► 1 — e~s is negative
definite by Corollary 2.25, imply the /  o ip is negative definite.
Lemma 2.49. For any Bernstein function f  and continuous negative definite func­
tion ip : Mn —> C, the function f  oip is also continuous and negative definite.
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P ro p o s itio n  2.50. Let if E C N (R n) be a continuous negative definite function 
with associated convolution semigroup (pt)t^o on R n- Further let f  be a Bernstein 
function with associated semigroup {rjt)t^o supported on [0, oo). The convolution 
semigroup o) on associated with the continuous negative definite function
f  o ip is given by
f  (/)(x)pLs(dx)r}t (ds)i <f> E C0(Mn). (2.61)
jRn
R em ark  2.51. Instead of (2.61) we shall write
POO
l i{=  fj,sr)t (ds) vaguely. (2.62)
Jo
D efin ition  2.52. In the situation of Proposition 2.50 we call the convolution semi­
group o) the semigroup subordinate (in the sense of Bochner) to {pt)t>o
with respect to {rjt)t^o-
T h eo rem  2.53. Let f  be a function defined on the half-plane R e z  ^  0 such that 
for all n E N and any ip E CN(M.n) the function fo ip  belongs to C N ( R n) too. Then 
f  is a Bernstein function.
Let the function £ i—> | £ | 2 is an element of C N (R n) for any n  E N. Therefore, for 
any Bernstein function /  the function £ / ( |£ |2) is a radial symmetric continuous
negative definite function.
T h eo rem  2.54. I f  for all n E N the function £ / ( |£ |2) is an element in C N (R n),
then f  is a Bernstein function.
(p(x)/i{{dx) =
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L em m a 2.55. 1 . For every Bernstein function f  we have
f ' s  1
1 for s >  0. (2.63)
/(«) *
2. For every Bernstein function f  and all c ^  1 it follows that
^  f i cs) ^  c/(«)- (2.64)
3. I f  f  is a complete Bernstein function, then
r k+i\ s )
/<*>(«)
k + 1
^ ------- , 5 > 0 ,s
holds for all k G N.
(2.65)
4 . For the derivatives of any Bernstein function we have 
| / (*>M| < s>0 and k e No. (2 .66)
C oro lla ry  2.56. Let f  and g be two Bernstein functions. Then f  o g is also a 
Bernstein function.
We could relate the continuous negative definite function to fractional derivatives. 
Let 0 < a < 1 be fixed. The function £ t-* (±«£)a are continuous negative definite 
functions. On «S(R) or Cq°(K.), we consider the operators
u (2 tt) _1/2 [  ezU)(±z£)au(£)d£.
J R
Compare [22], for u £ <5(M), these operators can be rewritten by
d +,ru (x ) '■ =  (2tt)_1/2 [  elxi{i£)au(£)d£
J R
: u{y)d ■dyT (1 -  a) dx J ^  (x -  y)a 
a f°° u(x) — u(x — y)
r(i - a )  JQ 
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y1+a
dy
(2.67)
(2 .68)
and
d - ,r “{x ) : =  [
J Rete«(-zO afi(0 «
r<
(2.69)
Now, Let (#, || • ||g) be a real or complex Banach space. We want to introduce 
the definition of operator semigroup:
D efin ition  2.57. A one parameter family (Tt)t^o of bounded linear operators Tt : 
B —» B is called a (one parameter) semigroup of operator, if  T0  = id and 
Ts o Tt =  Ts+t hold for all s , t  ^  0 .
B. We define the strongly continuous semigroup {Tt)t^0 for all u G B if
C.And we call the semigroup (Tt)t o^ a contraction semigroup, if  for all t ^  0
holds, i.e. if each of the operators Tt is a contraction.
D efin ition  2.58. Let (Tt)t^o be a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a 
Banach space (B, || • ||b). The generator A of (Tt)t^o is defined by
lim \\Ttu — u\\g — 0. (2.70)
TtII < 1 (2.71)
Au := lim 
t -»  o
(strong limit) (2.72)
with domain
V(A)  := | exists as strong limit (2.73)
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P ro p o sitio n  2.59. For each strongly continuous semigroup (Tt ) t ^ 0 onB  there exists 
a closed operator A with domain T>(A), dense in (B , || • ||b), which is the generator 
of (Tt)t^o- For each t ^  0 the operator Tt maps V{A) into itself. Conversely, if  
(A ,V (A )) is the operator of a strongly continuous semigroup on B, the A is a closed 
operator and V(A) is dense in B.
D efin ition  2.60. A family (R^ )^ o  of bounded operators on a Banach space B 
is called a strongly continuous contraction resolvent if — R \ = (A — 
y )R ^ R \  for all X ,y  > 0, and if the operators yR ^  are contractions on B such that 
lim ^oo ||y R ^ f  -  / | |e  =  0 for each f  e B.
P ro p o sitio n  2.61. A. For a strongly continuous contraction resolvent o there
exists a unique linear operator (A ,V(A )) on B, densely defined and closed, such that
Rp = (/j, — A)~l for all y  > 0.
B. Let (Tt)t^o be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on B, with generator 
(A , V(A)), and for y  > 0 let R£ := (y — A)~l . Then
for all y  > 0 and f  e B. In particular, the family (Rfi)n>o is a strongly continuous 
contraction resolvent.
P ro p o sitio n  2.62. Let (A,V(A)) be the generator of the strongly continuous semi­
group (Tt)t^o on B and let Vq C T)(A) be a dense subspace of B. I f T t maps V 0 into 
itself for each t ^  0 then V 0 is a core for A.
P ro p o sitio n  2.63. Let (A,T>(A)) be the generator of the strongly continuous semi­
group (Tt)f2>o on B and let V o be a core for A. I f  B  is an operator with domain V o 
such that A\x>0 =  B, then the closure B  of B  generates the same semigroup q, 
and B  =  A.
e -^ (T tf )d t (2.74)
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D efin ition  2.64. A. A strongly continuous contractions semigroup (Tt ) t ^ 0  on Coo(C) 
is called a Feller semigroup if each operator Tt, t > 0, is positive, that is, if
if  each operator Tt, t > 0, can be extended to an operator which maps B ^G ) into
im um  principle on V  if for all u G V  for which there exists Xq G G such that 
u(xo) =  supxeGu(X) ^  0 follows A [ u \ ( x q )  ^  0.
The importance of the positive maximum principle for Feller semigroups is Hille- 
Yosida-Ray Theorem, compare [18]:
T h eo rem  2.65. (Hille-Yosida-Ray Theorem) Let a linear operator (A, V(A) )  
be on CodG). The operator is closable and its closure of A generates a Feller 
semigroup on Coo(G) if  and only if  the following three conditions hold
1. V(A)  is dense in (C ^ (C), || • ||oo,g);
2. A satisfies the positive maximum principle on T>(A);
3. The range of (A — A) is dense in (C ^ (C), || • ||oo,g) for some A > 0.
Let (Ti)t^o be a Co-semigroup on the Banach space B and let {pt)t^o be a vaguely 
continuous convolution semigroup of sub-probability measures on [0 , oo) with cor­
responding Bernstein function / .  Then the Bochner integral
defines again a Co-contraction semigroup on the Banach space B. We give the 
definition of subordinate semigroup
D efin ition  2 .6 6 . Let (Tt)t^o be a Co-semigroup on the Banach space B and let 
{Tt)t^o be a vaguely continuous convolution semigroup of sub-probability measures 
on [0, oo) with corresponding Bernstein function f .  Then the semigroup (T/)t^o 
defined by (2.75) is called subordinate semigroup (in the sense of Bochner) to 
the semigroup (Tt ) t ^ 0  with respect to the Bernstein function f .
T t f  ^ 0 for any f  G Coo(C) with f  ^  0. It is called a strong Feller semigroup
B. An operator A defined on a set V  C Cqo(C) is said to satisfy the positive max
(2.75)
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D efin ition  2.67. F o r a  £ (0,1) the family {<Ja(-,t))t>o of density functions on 
(0 , oo) is defined via the identity
POO
/  e~yzaa(y, t)dy =  e~tza, R e  z > 0. (2.76)
Jo
The function cr(-,£), t > 0, are called Levy stable density functions, see Butzer
and Berens [4], and the family ( r f f ^ ) ^  of measures, with r}la\d y )  = cra(y,t)dy, is
called one-sided stable semigroup of order o, see Berg and Forst [3]. In particular, 
for a = I there exists an explicit expression for aa (•,£), we have for y , t  > 0
<*\ (y ,t) = ^ y ~ 3 /2 t e x p ( - ^ ) ,  (2.77)
T h eo rem  2.68. Let a  £ (0,1). We have
1. The function aa(-,t), t > 0, on (0,oo) are non-negative and integrable with
POO
/  (Ta(y,t)dy = 1, (2.78)
Jo
for all t > 0 .
2. For each S > 0 it is
POO
l i m /  cra(y,t)dy = 0. (2.79)
*-*° Js
3. For s, £ > 0 and y > 0 it holds
rv
aa(y,s + t ) =  /  aa(y -  yu s)aa(yu t)dyi. (2.80)
Jo
Now let (Tt)t^o be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on a Banach
space B, and for a  £ (0 , 1) define the operators T “ on B , for t > 0 and u £ B,
POO
Tffu =  /  (Tsu)cra(s ,t)ds , (2-81)
Jo
i.e. as a subordinated semigroup. It can be shown that (T(a ) ^ 0 is a strongly con­
tinuous contraction semigroup, and its generator A a is the fractional power of the
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generator A  of (Tt)r^o, compare [47], i.e. A a = - ( - A ) a, where the fractional power 
(—A)a is given by
{ - A ) au = Sin(a7r) f°°  Xa- \ X  -  A ) - \ - A u ) d X ,  u € V(A),  (2.82)
7T In
or
f R f T ? ' 1- * " ’1' ! '  128 3 1
The resolvent of A a is given by a formula due to Kato [23], [24], see also Yoshida 
[47],
(m -  Aa)-lu = Sin(Q7r) r  A° .— r— -r-(A -  A )-ludX (2.84)y '  7r Jo n 2 +  2 /uA“ cos(c«r) +  A2“ '  '  y '
for u £ B and /x > 0. Compare Komatsu [27] we find the expression
(#t -  Aa)~lu =  f  f Sln^  f  e- At- 5 —  — r— - ~ d x ) T tudt (2.85)^  ’ J 0 V *  Jo V- +  2^A“ cos(o:7r) +  A2“ J  1 v '
W ith the help of the Mittag-Leffler function which is introduced in next chapter,
expressions for the resolvent for the Green’s functions of the fractional derivatives
of order a  £ (0,1) are found by Berens and Westphal [2], Gorenflo and Mainardi [7],
or Podlubny [34], These Mittag-Leffler functions are defined for /x > 0 and y ^  0 by
00 (  i n .a\k
= ) ' (286)
We mention that the functions eQ(-,/x) are differentiable on (0, oo), and that for 
their derivatives one has
) = sln(a7r) n e ~yX—2— 0 --,—Y -— -— —  dX, y > 0, (2.87)
—/x 7r J o f i2 -(- 2 j i \ a co s(a 7 r) +  A2q
so that (2.85) is
{ y . - A a)~1 u =  I (Ttu ) Ea’ ^  ' dt. (2.88)
Jo
Then, we also will need
T h eo rem  2.69. (B a n a c h ’s f ixed  p o in t  theorem ) Let a operator A  : B  —> B be a
strict contraction on the Banach space (B, || • ||g). Then there exists exactly on fixed 
point x Q of A, i.e. A x 0  = x 0. Moreover, for every x\  £ B the sequence (A kxfi)k£^ 
converges to Xq.
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The Minkowski’s inequality is studied by G.H. Hardy et al. [12]. In our paper, for 
the case of Lp spaces, we need the Minkowski’s integral inequality form as, compare 
E.M. Stein [42],
T h eo rem  2.70. M in k o w s k i ’s integral inequality  Let x G Rn, y G Rm and
F  : Rn x Rm —» R is measurable. Then for p > 1 Minkowski’s integral inequality is
1/ p  r  /  r  \  1 / p
rRT
F(x, y)dx
p \  I  {  I  \  /p
dy)  ^  /  I /  \F(x, y)\pdy J dx (2.89)
/  jRn \ J Rm /
where equality holds only if
Here we study the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, compare X.R. Mao [29],
T h eo rem  2.71. B u rk h o ld er -D a v is -G u n d y  inequality  Let f  £ L2(R+;Rnxm). 
Define, for t ^  0,
z (0  =  [  f ( s)dB(s)
Jo
and
A (t) = [  \f(s)\2 ds.
Jo
Then for every p > 0, there exist universal positive constants cp, Cp (only depending 
on p), such that
cpW.\A{t) \ p l 2  < E ( sup |x(s)|p ) <  C „E |y l(0r/2, (2.90)
for all t ^  0. In particular, one may take
p \p
'p V2
Cp 1 ,
32 \ p / 2
Cp = 4,
cp = (2p )-p/2, Cp
+ 1 p / 2
2(p — l ) p_1
ifO < p < 2 ; 
i fp  = 2 ;
, i fp  > 2 .
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Chapter 3
M ittag-Leffler Function
In this chapter, we want to discuss the Mittag-Leffler functions, which play an 
important roles in various applications of the fractional calculus. More detailed 
information may be found in the books by A. Erdelyi et al. [6 , Vol. 3, Section 
18.1], A. Kilbas et al. [26, Section 1.8 to 1.10], F. Mainardi [28, Appendix E] or I. 
Podlubny [34, Section 1.2],
The one parameter Mittag-Leffler function E a(z) with a > 0 is defined by the 
following series representation, convergent in the whole complex plane,
(3.1)
so Ea(z) is an entire function. In the limit for a  —► 0+ the analyticity in the whole 
complex plane is lost since
(3.2)
In particular, when a = 1 and a = 2, we have
Ei(z) = ez (3-3)
and
E 2 (z) = cosh(\/^)- (3-4)
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When a = n, n G N and A G C, the following differentiation formulas hold for 
the function En(Xzn):
d \ n 
dz
En{Xzn) = XEn{Xzn),
and
d_
dz Zn~lEn I ^ y U + 1
(3.5)
(3.6)
When a = l / n  and n G N \  {1}, the function E \/n(z) has the following repre­
sentation:
E \/n(z) = e 
In particular, for n = 2, we have
E i / 2  { z )  = e
1 +  n I e 
o
- tr E-  T(k/n) dt
1 H— t= / el dt 
7r , /0
(3.7)
(3.8)
which yields the asymptotic estimate for |z| —> oo and | arg(z)| <  ?,
JS1/2 ( z ) ~  2 e‘\ (3.9)
Before we continue to discuss the asymptotic properties of the Mittag-Leffler 
function, we want to give an integral representation for a > 0 and z G C
i r  s a - l e 1*
(3.10)
where the path of integration Ha  (the Hankel path) is a loop which starts and ends at 
—oo and encircles the circular disk |£| ^  \z\l^a in the positive sense: —7r ^  a rg ( ^  7r 
on H a , as Figure 3.1.
The integrand in (3.10) has a branch-point at £ =  0. The complex (-plane is 
cut along the negative real axis, and in the cut plane the integrand is single-valued: 
the principal branch of ( a is taken in the cut plane. The integrand has poles at the 
point = z 1/ae2^ 'im/a  ^ where m  is an integer, but only those of the poles lie in the 
cut plane for which —a 7r < argz +  27rm < o:7r. Thus, the number of the poles inside 
Ha is either [a] or [a +  1], according to the value of argz.
Here, we want to study some results taken from [6 ].
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V'
Figure 3.1: The Hankel contour Ha 
For the case 0 < a  < 2 we have for \z\ —> oo,
1 C O  _jc
Ea( z )  exp(zl/a) -  V   t t . | argz| < a?r/2 , (3.11)a  1 (1 — ak)
and
00 —k
E a ( z ) ~  r ( l -  a k y  a n ^ 2  < arg z < 2 n  ~ a7T^ 2' 3^' 12^
For the case a  ^  2 we have for \z\ —► oo,
1 1 OO —k
Ea(z) ~  -  J ^ e x p (z 1 /ae2 mm/a) -e x p { z l/Q) -  ^  F T  t t .  (3-13)a  a  1 (1 — ak)
where arg z can assume any value between —7r and +7T inclusive, and m  takes all 
integer values such that
—a n / 2  < argz +  2 nm  < ait 1 2 .
From the asymptotic properties (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13), and the definition of 
the order of an entire function, we infer that the Mittag-Leffler function is an entire 
function of order p = 1/a .
A relevant property of the classical Mittag-Leffler function is its complete mono­
tonicity on the negative real axis, when its parameter a  is less or equal 1. We write
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for x > 0 ,
Ea(—x) complete monotone iff 0 < a  < 1 .
This property, formerly conjectured by Feller using probabilistic methods, was 
rigorously proven in [35] by H. Polland based on the S. Bochner theorem, which 
provides a sufficient and necessary condition for the complete monotonicity. In 
other words, when 0 < a  < 1 for x G M+, a representation of E a(—x) is given by
r  oo
E q(—x ) =  / e~ux Pa{u)du, Pa(u) ^  0. (3-14)
Jo
Here Pa{u) is a transcendent entire function with series representation
1 7 \  f—l l n
PQ(u) =  —  y ------ ;—  sin(7rcm)r(cm +  1 )un~1,na  1f n\n= 1
whose non-negativity was proven by H. Pollard.
Denoting this inverse Laplace transform by C~1 Pa(u), it turns out that
i - l / c
Pa{u) = ----------
a
with
  1 / \ 1 ^  ( - l ) n . , v T(an  +  1)£  Pa(u) =  y -----;— sm(7r a n ) -------——
7T ^  Tl\ u an + l
n —0
A straightforward generalization of the Mittag-Leffler function is obtained by 
replacing the additive constant 1 in the argument of the Gamma function in (3.1) 
by an arbitrary complex parameter (3, i.e. E a^{z). This was first considered by A.
Wiman in 1905, see [36]. thus the function Ea>p(z) it is defined by
OO n
E a J , ( z )  : = X A ( c m  +  p y  (315)
71 = 0 X '
where Re{a) > 0 and /?, z G C. Of course, for (3 = 1 , Eati(z) =  Ea(z).
As particular cases, when a = 1, we have
£ u ( z )  =  (3.16)
Z
E 2 A z )  = S^ E ±  (3.17)
V z
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Eia(z) = ^  I Z, (3.18)
and
 ^ /  771-2 n \
E ^ )  = ^ = i  e' - £ ^  ) (3.19)
\  71=0 /
2n sinh(^)
When a = (3 = 2, we have
^ 2,2 (+^^) — — 7 ^ )  (3.20)
and
E 2 A - S )  =  (3.21)z
Like the Mittag-Leffler function Ea(z ) 1 Ea>p(z) is an entire function. We list some 
general functional relations for the Mittag-Leffler function (3.15) recursive, which 
involve both the two parameters a  and /?, see [6 ],
Ea,p(z) = "h z Ea,a+(3{z ) (3.22)
and
d
E a A z ) =  PEa,p+i(z) +  a z — E a>0 +i(z). (3.23)
Further Ea^  satisfies the following differentiation formulas for n G N and A G C,
( J - )  [zB~lEaig ( \ z a)} = z s ~ n ~ 1 Eaig -n( \ z a), (3.24)
and
(-1)"A  ( \
z « + 0  I ’ {m z ^  (3-25)
It may be directly proved that the usual derivatives of E a^(z)  can be expressed by
( s z )  =  n!£S + « .M >  for n  € N, (3.26)
where E™p(z) is generalized Mittag-Leffler functions (3.36), see [26, Section 1.9, 
p45]. In particular, we have
(< iz) =  n !£ »i+«»(z )> for n  6  N- (3-27)
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When a = 1/n  and n e  N, the function E \in^{z)  has a representation general­
izing (3.7):
E 1/n,g(z) = z t 0 )ne - * E 1 /nAzo) + n J o e-  ( g  r ( £  [* ,'„])) *
(3.28)
for any z 0  G C \  {0}.
The two parameter Mittag-Leffler function E a,p(z) also has the integral repre­
sentation for a,/3 > 0 and z G C
1 f  (Ta-/?ec
<329»
where the path of integration Ha is the again the Hankel path considered in (3.10) 
for the one parameter Mittag-Leffler function.
The representation (3.29) can be used to obtain the asymptotic behavior of 
Eafi(z) as z —> oo. These properties can be summarized as follows.
For the case 0 < a  < 2 as |z| —> oo we have
-j O O   Jq
E a<p(z)  exp(z1/Q) -  HTW t v  I arg2;l < a 7 r / 2 3^'30)
k = i  1 w  ~  Q K )
and OO JU
Z  K
EaA z ) ~  ~  p(/? _  > an /2  < aigz < 2 n  -  an/2. (3.31)
For the case a  ^  2 as \z\ —> oo we have
1 00 
£>„,(*) ~  (3-32)
m fc=l '
where arg z can assume any value between — n and +n inclusive and m  takes all 
integer value such that
—an/2  < arg z +  2nm < an/2. (3.33)
We note that the additional parameter (3 has no influence on the fact of being an
entire function, so Ea^(z), the two parameters Mittag-Leffler function, is again an
entire function.
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Another important property of the two parameters Mittag-Leffler function is the 
complete monotone on the negative real axis. For x > 0, we have
0 < a  ^  1 ,
Ea,p(—x) complete monotone iff < (3.34) 
(3  ^a.
We quote that for each 0 < a < 2 and (3 > 0 there exists a constant C > 0 so 
that
\E<*AZ)\ < 7 -7 7 -7 , Re 2: ^  0 . (3.35)
1 +  \z\
Now, we introduce the generalized Mittag-Leffler function defined for z G C, 
ct,l3,p e  C, and 9ft(a) > 0 by
E ^ ( z ) '■= X j  r ( a k  +  P ) k V  3^'36^
where (p)* is the Pochhammer symbol, compare [25] and [37]. In particular, when 
p = 1, it coincides with the Mittag-Leffler function (3.15), i.e.
££*(*) =  EaJ,{z). (3.37)
For the generalized Mittag-Leffler function the following differentiation formulas 
hold for n G N and A G C
{ £ ) " [ K * [ z ) ] = { p ) n E ^ n+ “" (2) (3-38)
and
( £ )  =  z>3 ~n~1 K p - n ( ^ a)- (3.39)
The following formula also holds for the Laplace transform of the function 
t^~l p{Xta), we have
s a p - 0
C [ t ^ E ^ ( X n ] ( s )  = (3.40)
where R e s > 0, R e j3 > 0, A G C and |Asa | < 1.
Next, we want to discuss some functions of the Mittag-Leffler type. First, we 
consider a function defined by
z i-> E a( \ z a), (3.41)
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for z G C \  {0} and a, A G C. The following differentiation formulas hold for this 
function with respect to z:
( j^ J  \Ea(Xza)] = z~nE a<1 . n(Xza), (3.42)
and with respect to A:
( j t j  {Ea(Xz°)\ = «!*“ £ £ « * ,(* * “), (3.43)
for n G N.
Putting p = (3 = 1 in (3.40), we obtain the Laplace transform of the function 
(3.41) for Re s > 0, A G C and |As“a | < 1
£[£a (AO](s) = (3.44)
Differentiating (3.44) n times with respect A leads to, for n G N to
& (« ■ )]( .)  (3'4S>
Now we consider a more general function defined for z G C \  {0}, a,/?, A G C 
and Re a > 0 by
z ^ E ^ X z 0). (3.46)
The following relations hold for n G N
( £ )  [zli- , Ec,,/3 ( \ z a)} = z<i- n- 1 Ea^ n(Xza)t (3.47)
and
( | j )  V - ' ^ t A * 0)] =  n \ z ^ ^ E ^ n+g(Xza). (3.48)
By using Laplace transform with respect to t for n G N, Re s > 0, A G C and
|As~a | < 1, we have
C[t»-l Eafi{Xn}(s) =  (3.49)
and
C[tan+0~1 ( - Q n E° A ^ ) ] ( s )  = {s? f ~ 0n + 1 ■ (3.50)
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Now we consider the special case of the function (3.46) when (3 = a. This special 
function called a-Exponential function is defined by
z a~x Ea}a( \ z a) (3.51)
where z G C \  {0}, Re a > 0 and A G C. Relations (3.47) to (3.50) yield the
corresponding formulas for the function in (3.51) as follows:
(J X  [z '- 'E a ^ X z * )]  = z a- n- l Ea,a. n( \ z a), (3.52)
and
( A )  V - X , a( Az“)] =  n<Jn+^ - lE ^ +1)a(\za)- (3-53)
By using the Laplace transform with respect to t for n G N, Re s > 0, A G C and 
|As-Q| < 1, we have
C\ta- lEa,a(xn}(s) = (3.54)
S  —  A
and
(3-55)
For a G (0,1), t > 0 and x > 0, this special function EQ>a( - X ta) can be written an
Ea „ ( - A ta ) =  Sln(a7r)i 1~° r  e - x i - ------------- r ^ ~ ------ r :— rdx. (3.56)
ft Jo +  x<* cos(a7r) ) 2 +  x 2a sin(a7r)
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Chapter 4
Fractional Differential Equation
In this chapter, we want to investigate the fractional calculus, including the 
fractional integration and fractional differentiation, compare F. Mainardi [28], I. 
Podlubny [34] or S. Samko, et al. [38]. The proofs are based on the properties of 
the two Eulerian integrals, i.e. the Gamma function for Re z > 0
roc
r(,z) := / e~uuz~ldu, (4.1)
Jo
and the Beta function for Re p > 0, Re q > 0
B{ p, q) ' - = f  (1 — u)p~1 uq~1du
Jo  (4 .2 )mm [ }
r (p +  q)'
By noting T(n) =  (rc — 1)! and letting a  be an arbitrary positive real number,
we find the definition of the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of the order a > 0
for f(t): ^
0 I?f{t )  := —^  [  (t -  r )a~l f ( r ) d r , t > 0, a  G M+, (4.3)
r(<*) Jo
where M+ is the set of positive real numbers. When a = 0, we define 0/ t° := I  
(Identity operator), i.e.
o =
Denoting by o the composition between operators, we note the semigroup property
o/,a ° o / f  = ol?+0, a , / 3 > 0 ,  (4.4)
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and their commutative property
TOi j/3  _  7-/3 r a
0-b °  OH  ~  O H  °  0A •
We also note the effect of our operators 0/ ta on the power functions
n7 r7 '’“ I451
where a  ^  0 , 7  ^  — 1 and £ > 0 .
After the notion of fractional integral, we shall pay attention on the fractional 
differentiation. First, we observe that with order n G N the local operator of the 
standard derivative for a given £, V J1 := ^  is merely the left inverse of the non-local 
operator of the n-fold integral a/ ” , having as a starting point any finite a < t. Taking 
a =  0, we define similarly qD* as left-inverse to 0/ “ for a  > 0. Now, let the positive
integer m  £ N such that m  — 1 < a  ^  m, and we define the Riemann-Liouville
fractional derivative of order a > 0 :
o u t f i t )  '■= V™ o 0/ m_a/(£), m  — 1 < a  <  m, (4.6)
namely
Jo(t - T)~°‘~1+mf ( T)dT’ m - l < a < m ,
o V ? m  ■= < (4.7)
/ ( t ), a = m,
By using the semigroup property (4.4), we find
0V f  O 0/ “ =  £>m O 0/ fm- Q o 0J“ =  p -  o o =  /. (4.8)
Furthermore we obtain
^  <4-9)
where a  ^  0 , 7  ^  —1 and t > 0 .
In the case a  is not integer, the fractional derivative 0T>“/(£) is not zero for the 
constant function /(£) =  1. In fact, (4.9) with 7  =  0  gives
oVf l  =   r ,  for a  ^  0, t > 0, (4.10)
T (1 -  a )
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which identically vanishes for a  £ N, due to the poles of the Gamma function in the 
points 0 ,-1 ,  —2 ,.. .
By interchanging in (4.6) the processes of the differentiation and integration we 
are led to the so-called Caputo fractional derivative (denote by ^Df)  of order a > 0 
defined as:
:= oi r a ° m  -  1 < a  <  m, (4 .11)
namely
r^T /o (f “  T) “ 1+m/ (m,(r)dr, m -  1 <  a < m,
;£?/(<) := {
r(m
£ / ( 0 ,
(4.12)
a = m,
For non-integer a  the definition (4.11) requires the absolute integrability of the 
derivative of order m. Whenever we use the operator we assume that this 
condition is met.
In fact, assuming that the exchange of the m-derivative with the integral is 
possible, we find the relation between Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative and 
Caputo fractional derivative:
m - 1 f k - a
o u t f i t )  =0 Z?/(f) -  g  / W(°+) r(fc_ a _-1)’ (4.13)
and therefore, recalling the fractional derivative of the power functions (4.9),
m ~ 1 dT
I'D? /(«) = 0 Z? 
In particular for 0 < a < 1 we have
/ ( ! ) - £ / « (  0 + ) -
k = 0
o u t f i t )  =  o -  f ( 0 +)
r “
r ( i  -  «) oVZlf(t) - f(o+)l
(4.14)
(4.15)
In our paper, we shall only focus on the Riemann-Liouville derivative in the 
future arguments. Let us recall the Laplace transform
poo
C{f){z) := /  e~zif( t)dt , z  6 C. 
Jo
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Corresponding to [28], the Laplace transform for the Riemann-Liouville derivative 
of order a  is given as
771— 1
C{oD°f(t)-, s} = saF(s) -  £  s"*-1- V fc>(0+), (4-16)
k=0
where # ^ ( 0 +) := limt^ Q+ V^g(t) and g(t) := oI™~af(t) .  The rule (4.16) requires 
initial values concerning an extra function g(t) related to the given f( t )  through a 
fractional integral. However, when all the limiting values / ^ ( 0 +) for k = 0 ,1 , . . .  
are finite and the order is not integer, we can obtain that the corresponding g W ( 0 +) 
vanish so that the formula (4.16) simplifies into
C{qDi f (t) \ 5 } =  saF(s), m  — 1 < a < m. (4.17)
Note the Laplace transform can be expressed in terms of Mittag-Leffler func­
tions. We already discussed in above chapter. Obviously, we are able to apply the 
Mittag-Leffler functions to solve to the initial value problem for a non-homogeneous 
fractional differential equation, see [34]:
0 V?v(t) +  Av(t) = g(t) (4.18)
and
0Z > rM t) l<=0 =  &, (4.19)
where 0 < a < 1, t G [0, T] and T  < 0 0 .
Let A,b E M, and let g(t) be a given real function defined on R+. Taking into 
account the initial condition (4.19), the Laplace transform of (4.18) with respect to 
t yields
saV(s) + AV(s) = b + G(s),
or
K(s) =  — b— r +  (4.20)
w  sQ + A sa +  A
By using the inverse Laplace transform, the problem (4.18) and (4.19) give the 
solution:
v (t) =  bta~l Ea>a(Ata) + f  (t -  r ) Q_1 E a>a(A(t -  r ) a )g{ r ) dT.  (4.21)
Jo
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Chapter 5
Estim ates for E a  a { — i p { f i ) t a
In this paragraph, we study the function £ —* Ea,a(—ip(£)ta). In particular 
we will discus certain integratility properties depending on properties of ip. In the 
following we assume that ip : R —* R is a continuous negative definite function of 
class Ck, k ^  2 . In this case, compare [14, pl45] or [18, pl54] we have, compare 
Theorem 2.40,
% ( 0 , k = 0 ;
^  * =  i; (5 1 )
Cfc. fc SS 2 .
<ihm
In addition we assume for some 7  G (1,2) with > 0 that
m  > c* ( 1 +  \i\2 v / 2 (5.2)
hold for all f  G
L em m a 5.1. Suppose that the continuous negative definite function ip : R —> R
satisfies (5.2). For 0 < 0  < 1 it follows that
Ea,a{->P{-)ta) e O(R), < > 0 (5.3)
and
\\Ea,a(-H-)ta)\\^ C r “. (5.4)
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Proof. Using (5.2) we find for t > 0
1
1 + ^ (0  i + *QCV,(i + 1£|2)7/2'
Now by (3.35) we get
(5.6)
\EaA - H 0 tam
R
^  1 1 +  ^ ( 0 *“ ^
< f  _______ C'a.a_______  1C
^ y K i + ^ ( i + m ^  *
^  Cq,a f   f j£
"  c*v> J R ( i  + m 0*'
and since 7  > 1 it follows Eata(-ip(-)ta) G LX(E) and (5.4) holds. □
L em m a 5.2. Suppose that the continuous negative definite function ip : 
satisfies (5.1) and (5.2). For 0 < a  < 1 it follows that
d?
d£2 Ea>a( - m t a) ^  Cq,\
1 1
(1 +  iei2)7/2 (1 +  *°)
(5.7)
Proof. Using (3.35) we find 
f c Eaia(- ip(() ta)
=  { - n s ) t a) ( z j ( - i > ( ( ) n
ip'(e)
= - ^ r  -  (1 -  a)Ea>a(-iP( 0 n ) ,
aip{£)
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Ea,a( - m t a)
- 1  ( ! * • . . ( - * < « * > )
=  |  ( - m n  -  (i -
=  ( ^ - i ( - v » k ) < “) +  (i -  ^ E ^ i - m n )
+ ( ^ £ 'a,a-l(-V '(0 * “ ) +  (1 -  «)£<»,a t-V ’t O H j
=  (  aM g ) 2------- /  ) +  f1 _  »)Ea,a{ - n i ) t ))
+  ( ^ | )  ( ( - ^ ( O t “) ( ( ^ - i ) ( - ^ ( O t “ ) +  (1 -  « ) ( B U ) ( -^ (O i“ )))
, p  , , / ^ . c ^  . /, , p  I , / , Va\x
=  I  Sw F p------- J ) +  f1 _  a)EcA-'l>(£)t ))
+ (s )2(£- - 2( - ^ “}
+  2(1 -  Q)£a,Q_,(-V-(C)t“) -  (1 -  a )2£ 0,»(-<K€)*“))>
i.e. we have
^ Ea,a( - m n
=  & a * - i ( - m n  +  (i -  ^ E ^ - w o r ) )
+ ( 5 § ) 2(£“'“-2(- ^ r)
+  2(1 -  -  (1 -  a)2 Eata(-ip((,)ta) j .
(5.9)
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Since \EQtp(z)\ ^  for R e z ^  0, a  E (0,1) and (3 E R, we find using (5.2) that 
d2
5§)
m //'(0 ^ ( 0  +  (2 -  3 a )^ '(0 2
Oi2 i ) { £ ) 2
(a  -  a 2)ip"(Z)i/>{Z) +  (a  -  l ) ^ ' ( f ) 2
a 2ip(£)‘
E a^ i ( - m n  
Ea,a( - H o n
=s a
■ (  1
1 i
^ ( l  +  |^|2)7/2 (l +  ^ ) -
which proves the lemma.
R em ark  5.3. TTie proof of Lemma 5.2 also yields the estimate
d
d£
1
a,ip (l + |f|2)7/41 + ta
(5.10)
C oro lla ry  5.4. Suppose that tj; satisfies (5.2). Then for a l l t >  0 we have
£ a ,a ( - V i ) 0  e L \ R )  n L°°(R), (5 .1 1 )
in particular Eaia(—ip(-)ta) E Lp(R) / o r  all 1 ^  p ^  00.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 we know that Ea)OC(—'ip(-)ta) E Zd(R) for t > 0. Moreover, 
by (3.35) we have
*  T T m T* *  c “'“ ’
which yields Ea a^(-il)(-)ta) E L°°(R). □
C oro lla ry  5.5. Lei /  E LP(R) for some p, 1 ^  p ^  0 0 . Then f  • Ea a^(—'ip(-)ta) E
LX(R) /o r t > 0, i.e. the integral
[  / ( € ) £ a , « ( - ^ ( 0 m  (5-12)
OR
is for every t > 0 finite.
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Since under assumption (5.2) we know Z?Q)a(—0(-)£a) G /^(R ) the inverse Fourier 
transform F~ 1 (Ea>a(—'ip(-)(t — r )a)) is well defined and belongs to C'oo(R) for t, t ,  
t > t ,  being fixed. We claim
L em m a 5.6. I f  the continuous negative definite function 0  : R —» R satisfies (5.2) 
and is of class C 2 then F ~ 1 (Eat0[(—ip(')(t — r )a)) belongs for 0 < r  < t to L!(R) 
and it holds
h{ t ,T ) := \ \F  1 {Ea a^(-xlj(-)(t-T)a))\\Li ^  K i ( t - r )  q/7  +  k2(1 +  ( £ - t ) q) 1. (5.13)
Proof. Since -0 is even we find with t — r  =  s that
=  (27r)-1/2 [  [  eix(Ea,' ^ ia(—,ip((t)sa)d4  dx
e“ ?£'a,a (—il>(£)sa)d(, dx
+ ( 2 * ) - ^  r  [
J —oo J1R
e'xiEa0 (—ip(£)sa)d£ dx
1 + s“C0(l + |£|2)7/2
"  \J . ?  G H E
’m i s - c 0 ( i ) dx  
r  f  \  eix()  Ea,a( - m s a)d{ dx
+ (27r ) -1/2
For the first integral we find
(27T)-1/2
i + s ° c 0(i  + m ^ dy dx
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where B(a,/3) denotes the Euler Beta-function.
Integrating in the inner integrals of the second and third term by parts and 
taking the decay of EajOC(—VKO^*) n^f° account, we find using (5.7)
( 2 . ) - I /2f  J  J ,2 ( | ^ e “ £)  £ o,a ( - ^ ( 0 m  dx
*  ™ - ' * C  II M P " ) dx
J 1 
Ca
x 2 (1 +  | £ |2)7/ 2 1 +  s a J
d£dx
1 O' — 1
2 (1 +  s“) ' 2 ’ 2
=  k2(1 +  s “ ) _1 ,
which yields eventually
h(t ,r )  ^  fti(t -  r) q/7  +  « 2 (1 +  (£ -  r ) a)a\ — 1
for 0  < t < t. □
C oro lla ry  5.7. Let ip be as in Lemma 5.6. For 7  > 1 and a > 0 the function 
1 1 > h(t)  :=
is integrable on every finite interval [0, T] and we have
[  J iMdr  <  . Kl r a(7~ 1)/7 +  — T*. (5.14)
Jo  “ (7 -  1) a
Proof. Using Lemma 5.6 we deduce
h(t) ^
and since a  — 1 — ^ =  ^ ( 7  — 1) — 1 > —1 and a — 1 > — 1 the integr ability follows. 
Moreover we have
[  h(S)ds ^  ** Ta(7—1)/7 +
Jo  a(7 -  1) a
□
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4 - — T c
o ^ T J o  <2(7 — 1) a
Note that (5.14) implies
sup [  (t — T)a~1h(t,T)d,T ^
)  Jo
and in particular we have
lim (  sup f (t — T)a~l h(t,  T ) d r \  =  0, 
T_*° \ o ^ t J o  )
which yields that for every d > 0 we can find To such that
d sup f  (t — T)a~l h{t,  r ) d r  ^  k <  1. 
O^ i^ To Jo
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
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Chapter 6
Pseudo-differential Operator w ith  
N egative D efinite Sym bols and 
Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem
In this chapter, we want to investigate pseudo-differential operators with negative 
definite symbols and then we prove the Caldero-Vaillancourt theorem. The class 
of pseudo-differential operators is determined by Courrege’s results, compare [18], 
which characterizes generators of Feller processes
where we assume that q : Rn x Rn —► C is a locally bounded function such that for 
every the function q(x , •) : Rn —> C is a negative definite and continuous.
Before studying the pseudo-differential operator, we want to introduce briefly a 
family of anisotropic Sobolev spaces of functions on Mn associated to the
function '0. We denote the classical Sobolev spaces of order s ^  0 with
q(x, D)u{x)  =  (2tt) n/2 [  e'x'eq(x,£)u(£)d£ (6 .1)
JRn
H°(Rn) = {u 6  L2 (Rn) : ||u ||h . (r») < 0 0 } (6 .2)
where
(6.3)
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and u denotes the Fourier transform of the function u.
D efin ition  6.1. For s ^  0 define the space H ^ ’s(Rn) of all functions u E L 2 (Rn) 
with finite norm
IMU'Wv* :=  (  [  +  • (6-4)
\ J R n J
The spaces H ^ ,s(Rn) are Hilbert spaces with inner product (•, given by
(u,v)Rnf^ |S =  /  (1 +  ^ ( 0 ) 2a* (0 ^ (0 ^ >  u >v e H ^ ’s(Rn), (6.5)
j R n
and by the Plancherel theorem (see [40]) it is H^'°(Rn) ~  L2(Mn), and for s > t ^  0 
we have H ^ ’s(Rn) C H ^^ fR71) with HuHr**^* ^  ||'u||r^,^,s f°r u £ H ^ ,s(Rn).
P ro p o sitio n  6 .2 . For each s ^  0 the space C£°(Rn) is dense in (H^'s(Rn), || • ||^iS).
Let a  E (0 ,1) and ip : Mn —> R  be a real-valued, non-negative, continuous and 
negative definite function on R n . We suppose that the function ip has the property 
(P .l) , i.e.
(P. 1) There exists r\ > 0 such that for all s > r\
f  1
I r  n  ( 1  + ^ ( 0 ) 2 S
ds < oo. (6 .6 )
P ro p o sitio n  6.3. Suppose that the function ip has the property ( P . l )  (6 .6 ), and 
let s > r\. Then H^'s(Rn) can be identified with a subspace o fC 0 0 (Rn), and in this 
sense we write H^'s(Rn) C Coo(Rn). There exists a constant cs > 0, depending on 
s and ip, such that for all u E H ^ ’s(Rn) holds
||u||oo,Rn ^  ||u||-0)S (6.7)
C oro lla ry  6.4. Let ip satisfy the property ( P . l )  (6 .6 ), and let s > r\. The space 
H^'s(Rn) is dense in ( C ^ fR 71), || • | | oo , Rn ) -
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Now let us return to a pseudo-differential operator with continuous symbol q : 
Rn x h  1  such that for each x G Rn the function q(x , •) : Rn —► R is negative 
definite.
T h eo rem  6.5. Let q : Rn x Rn —► R be given as above, and assume that there exists 
a continuous negative definite function if : Rn —> R with the property ( P . l )  (6 .6 ), 
and a constant cs > 0 , for s > 77 , such that
\ \q(x,  D ) u \ \ Rn ^ s <  cs 1 ^  1 Mn (6.8)
for all u G Co°(Rn). Then —q{x, D )  can be extended to an operator on C'00(Rn) with 
domain H ^ ,8 +2 (Rn) c  Coo(Rn), and this extension satisfies the positive maximum 
principle on H^'s+2 (M.n).
We want to quote two results on the existence of Feller semigroup generated by 
pseudo-differential operators with negative definite symbol. The first result is due 
to W. Hoh [14], compare also [19],
T h eo rem  6 .6 . Let q : Rn x Rn —► R be a continuous function such that for 
each x  G Rn the function q(x, •) : Rn —-> R is negative definite. Furthermore 
assume that if : Rn —> R is a continuous negative definite function which sat­
isfies (1 +  tHO) ^  c( 1 +  | £ |2)7^2 for some 0 < 7  ^  2 and all £ G R. Let
M  := min{m G N : m > m ax(^,2) +  n] and k := 2M  +  1 — n. The operator
(—q(x ,D) ,C(f (Rn)) can be extended to a generator of a Feller semigroup if the fol­
lowing three conditions hold
1. For each £ G Rn the map x 1—► q(x, f ) is in Ck( Rn) and for all (x, ( ) g R " x  Rn 
and /? G Nq with \f3\ ^ k holds \d%q(x,f)\ ^ c(l +  ?/>(£))•
2. There exist A : Rn —> (0 ,0 0 ) and g > 0 such that for |£| > g and x  G Rn it is
q(x,£) ^  A(x)if(£).
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3. There exists a continuous function 7 : Kn —> [0 ,00) with 7(0) =  0 so that for 
| f | ^  q  and hold q{x,^) ^  7(f)-
The following result is due to N. Jacob [16], compare also [19]. Suppose that 
the symbol q is decomposed into two functions 91 : Mn —> R and q2 : Kn x Rn —► R,
i.e. 9(2, f) = 91(f) +  92(^5f)> which can always be made for instance by fixing 
xq G Mn and setting q(x, f) =  q(xo,f) +  (9(2, f) — q(xo,f))- Given the negative 
definite function xp : IRn —> R we say that 91 has property (P.2) if the condition hold 
(P .2) There exist constants 0 < 71 ^  72 and g > 0 such that |9i(f)| ^ 7 i (1 +  ^ ( 0 ) 
for all f  G Mn, and 91(f) ^  72^ (f)  f°r ah f  G Rn with |f| ^  g.
D efin ition  6.7. For s , t  > 0 let
and for s > 0 define q ^ s )  := min{9 G N : t^(s, 9) < 00}.
If the Fourier transforms F^n[q2(-, rj)] in the first variable of the function q2 exist 
for all 77 G Rn, then we define
92(f,7?) := (27r)-n/2 f  e~lxiq2 (x,rf)dx, f  G Kn, (6.10)
J Kn
and in terms of q2 we formulate property (P.3), s ^  0 , as follows:
(P.3) For each N  G N with 0 ^  TV ^  q-ip(s) there exists a constant 7 (N) > 0 such 
that for all f , 77 G Mn holds, compare [16],
^  7(JV)(1 +  I«I2) “ N/2(1 +  (*?))• (6.11)
L em m a 6 .8 . Let ip : Rn —> R be negative definite, s ^  0 and q2 : Rn x Rn —► R. 
/ / 9 2(*,f) is q-ijj(s)-times continuously differentiable for all f  G Kn, and if for any 
(3 G Nq with \f3 \ ^  qip{s) there exists (pp G L 1 (Mn) such that for all x ,f  GR n
1^ 2^ , f ) |  ^  (pp(x)ip{£),  (6 .12)
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then q2 has property (P .3) with
l ( N )  =  cN ^  110/31II1 (Kn) (6 .13)
l/W |
for all 0 ^  N  ^  q^p{s), where the constants cn > 0 depend on n and N  only.
We can associate a pseudo-differential operator q2(x,D),  and if the functions 
92(*> )^ exist f°r all 7 G Rn we get for u € Co°(Rn)
FrAQ2(x,D)u](£) = {2n) n/2 f  (2n ) n/2 f  elxr)q2(x,r])u{r])drjdx
J R n j R n
= (27r)_n/2 [  q2{i -  77, r))u(r})dr).
J R n
(6.14)
L em m a 6.9. Let ip : Rn —► R be a negative definite function, and let q : Rn x Rn —> 
R be decomposed into q(x ,£) =  gi(f) + where q\ satisfies (P.2) and q2
satisfies (P.3), s ^  0. Then q(x , D) can be extended to a continuous mapping from 
H ^ ’s+1 (Rn) into H ^ s(Rn).
Now we want to discuss that the operator —q(x,D)  generates a Feller semigroup 
with using the Hille-Yosida-Ray Theorem, Theorem 2.65. Let q{x,£) be a negative 
definite symbol and consider the operator —q(x,D)  on Co°(Rn;R). Compare [19], 
let ip : Rn —> R be a fixed continuous negative definite function satisfying for Co >  0, 
r 0 > 0 and all |£| ^  1 ,
H O  > C o l^ r (6.15)
And let to : = r 0 +  1. Then we suppose that q : Rn x Rn —> C is a continuous
negative definite symbol have the form
g(z,C) =  9i ( 0  +  92(aJ, 0  (6 .16)
such that with ip as in (6 .15) the following assumptions hold:
A ssum ption 6.10. 1. The function qi is assumed to be continuous negative definite
and to satisfy with 70 > 0 and 71,72 ^  0, for all £ ^  1
7o^(£) ^  R e  ^ ( 0  ^  7 i^ ( 0 ) (6-17)
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and for all £ E Mn
(6.18)
2.mo. Set mo = tQ + n + 2 = ^  + n  +  3, note to ^  1. We assume that x h-> (^(z, £) 
belongs to Cm°(Mn) for all £ E Rn and that we have the estimate
!<¥ <72(2 , 0 1  < ^ W ( 1  +  ^ ( 0 )  (6 -19)
for all a  E N J ,  |c»f| ^  m o, with functions ipa E L ^ R " ) .
3.m0. We require
E  I W L 1 ^  T'l'O ( —  A      ) - (6-20)
, t t , |  4  VK2 W W|a^mo|
where k2 and cnmQ ^  ^ are referred from [19].
T h eo rem  6.11. Let Assumption 6.10 hold with to = ^  +  1. Then —q(x,D)
extends to a generator of a Feller semigroup.
We shall need some L2-bounds for certain classes of pseudo-differential opera­
tors. For this we give a presentation of the Calderon-Vaillancourt theorem following 
closely the presentation in [19]. Let q : Mn x Rn —» C be a continuous function such
that for all a, (5 E No, |o |, \0\ ^  3, the partial derivatives d%d£q(x, 0  exist, satisfy
the estimates
\ d ^ q ( x , f ) \  <  c q>/3. ( 6 . 2 1 )
We want to prove that q(x, D) is bounded in L2 (Rn).
We give two auxiliary lemmas, the first one is
L em m a 6 .1 2 . Consider the function
G{x) := ]^x2 e~xXx^{x)  (6 .2 2 )
defined on R it is a fundamental solution of the differential operator (1 +  ^ ) 3, i.e.
d x 3
1 +  T x * g  = £q (6,23)
in the sense of distributions.
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Proof. (Compare [19, Lemma 2.5.2, pll5])
By the definition of E , for all <p E Cq°(R) and e > 0, we find 
d x 3
=  <c. ( ! - - ]  V)
' OO 3
j 0  * x)dx
=I  {1+i )  ( r Vx) v{x)dx+1  r 2e~x (x - i )  *{x)dx
+ <p(e)e~‘ ~  2ee-‘{ip(e) + ip’(e)} + i e V e{v?(£) +  ip'(e)}.
For x > 0, (l +  ^ ) 3 ( | x 2 e~x) =  0, and it follows as e —> 0 that
d x 3<(1 + ^ J G<v) = v(0),
which proves (6.23). □
The second lemma is
L em m a 6.13. Let (Z ,A ,p )  be a measure space. Let A z : L2 (Rn) —> L 2 (M.n), z E Z, 
be a weakly measurable family of uniformly bounded operators, i.e. the mapping 
z i—> A z is weakly measurable and for all z E Z  we have
\\At \\ < M0. (6.24)
Here, || • || denotes the operator norm. Furthermore, we assume that k : Z  x Z  —> 
R+ fl {0} is a non-negative function that give rise to a bounded integral operator K op 
on L 2 (Z\ /a), i.e. K op : L 2 (Z]ff) -> L 2 (Z-ff),
K opu{z) = J k(z, z')u(z')dz',
with operator norm
\\Kop\\ =  M. (6.25)
If  the inequalities
||y4«i4*,|| ^  k 2 ( z , z f) and ||v4*j4z/|| ^  k 2 (z,z') (6.26)
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hold, then the operator
A := / A?dz
is bounded in L 2 (Rn) with norm \\A\\ ^  M.
(6.27)
A*  I*Z2 ' **3 • • • -^ 2771 I
Proof. (Compare [19, Lemma 2.5.1, pll3])
For z i , . . . ,  Z2m E Z, m G N, define
r m := 11^ ^ ^  •
Multiplying the two inequalities 
and
Tn, <  ■ • • •  ■ I K m_ A 2m- , I I K
we obtain
T2m < 11^ .1111^ .^ 11 P ^ l l ..... WA^Al
Using (6.26) we find
Tm ^  M 01/ 2/c (z i,  z 2)k ( k2, kf) ' ' k ( z 2m- l ,  22m )M 01/2
=  M 0k { z u z 2) k ( k2, k 3) ■ . . . ■ k { z 2m_ u z 2rn).
Further, for a measurable set N  C Z  such that ia(N) < oo and for u G L2(Rn) such 
that \\u\ \ 0  ^  1 we get
Z2m I'll 22m
j A zd z j  \^J A zdz
A z.dzi
u
l/m
A Z2 dz2^  . . .  AZ2Tn ldz2 m-i^J ^ J  A Z2mdz2
P P l/m
/  • • • /  A Z1 A Z2.. .  A Z 2 m _ 1 A Z2md z \ . . .  dz2m 
J n  J  n  o
(^J  ’ ’ j  ll^zi ^ 2  ' ’ ’ ^ 2m-l^Z2m II ^ Zl ’ ’ • dz2 rn^
o I j  \ I I  ^(^i* ^2) • • • k(z 2 m—i, z2 m)dz2  . . .  dz2m—i / dz\dz2rn
J n  J n  [ J z  J z  )
l/m
l/m
M 0  k2m {zu z2 m)dzidz2m 
Jn  Jn
l/m
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where denotes the /-times iterated kernel function. Hence we arrive at
A zdz / A zdz 
N  )  \ J n U
^  ( M 0  j  J  X N ( Z l ) k m  ( Z U  Z 2 m ) x { z 2 m ) d Z 2 m d Z i
r2m—1 \ l / m
l/m
which yields
A zdz
' N CM . U \ / m 2 m -l\ V™^  (MQpL{N)M2m~l)
and as m  —*■ oo it follows that
A zdz
i.e.
A,dz
and the lemma is proved. □
Now we indicate the Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem, see [5]:
T h eo rem  6.14. The pseudo-differential operator q(x , D) satisfied (6.21) which is 
defined on <S(Rn) by
q(x,D)u(x)  =  (2tt) _1/2 f  etxiq(x,
J R
has a symbol satisfying (6.21) then it extends to a bounded operator from L 2 (Rn) to 
itself
Proof. (Compare [19, Theorem 2.5.3, p l l 6 ]) 
We consider the function
9 ( * , 0 : = U  +  £ )  ( i  +  | ) (6 .28)
Using the function E  from Lemma 6.12 we find
(6.30)
(6.31)
Therefore on <S(R) the operator p(x, D ) has the representation
q(x, D)u{x) =  (27T)-1/2 j  e'xt J j  g(s , t)G{x — s)G (f — t)dsdtu(l;)dt;
J  K «/ K J IR
=  (27r)_1//2 f  j  g(s,t) f  elx^G(x — s)G(£ — t)u(£)d£dtds.
J R  v / k  J R
Defining the operators
A stu{x) := (27r)_1//2 f  elx^G(x — s)G(£ — t)u(£)d£
J R
= G ( x - S)(27r)-1/2 [  e**G(f -  t)u(0 df,
J R
we find
q(x ,D )u(x )=  / / g(s , t )Astu(x)dsdt.
*/ M «/ IR
We put z =  (s,f) 6  R2 and observe that z =  (s,t) h-» g(s,t)  is measurable and
bounded. It is sufficient to prove that the operator v42 =  satisfies the assumptions
of Lemma 6.13 with (Z ,A ,p )  = (R2. Af2)). Since 11<S'11oo ^  2e -2  it follows that
l l ^ l l o  ^  | | G ' H L I I ^ “ I (G'(- -  0 * ( - ) ) l l 8  
= l|G|lLl|G(--t)fi(-)llo 
< ll<?lli,INl2
=  l | G | | i , | | n | | 2 ,
which gives
||A2 H 4 e - 4 = :M 0. (6.32)
Next we define the function
k 2 (s, t) := Cq ( 1  + |s |) -3(l +  |/ |) -3 , (6.33)
where Co is a constant. Note that k G L ^ R 2) and we put
M  := c0  ( J  (1 +  \t\)~3 , 2 d t \  . (6.34)
Take (s,£), (s ' , t ') G R2 and note that
HS, M ^  y) ■= (2vr) —3/2 [  e ^ ~ ^ G ( x  -  s)G (f -  t)G(y -  s')G(S -  t’)dt
(6.35)
=  G(x -  s)G(y -  s'){2 tt) - 1/2 f  ei{-x~vHG((, -  t)G{( -  f ' R
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is the kernel of the operator A stA*,t,. With the change of variables 
uj \= x — y, r) := £ — t and 9t = t — t' ^  0 
we find for the integral in (6.35)
(2 ttJ -V V " 1 I e ^ G ^ G i r t  + eOdri
J R
i r°° .
= (27r)_1//2- e wi_0t / eluJVr}2 (r) +  9t)2 e~2 r,dr]
=  (27r)-I/2b " ' - e< ( - i - A )  ( - i - f  + Ot') ( M - .4 \  du J \  do) )  \ 2  — iu
Analogously we may handle the case 9t < 0 and we obtain a similar expression with 
—9t. Thus it follows that
I y) I ^  ce_|0t|/2(l + \ x -  y\)~3 G(x -  s)G(y -  s'),
implying that
f  [  \Hst)S't>{x,y)\2dxdy ^  ce- |0 t | /2  f  / ( l  +  \x -  y\)~6 G2(x -  s)G2{y -  s')dxdy.
v lR vIR  ]R «/ IR
The substitution u -\- v — x — s and u — v = y — s' for 9S := s — s' ^  0 yields
[  f  (I +  \x -  y\)~6 G2(x -  s)G2(y -  s')dxdy 
J R  J R
=  2 f  / ( I  +  |2u +  9s\)~6 G2(u +  v )E 2(u — v)dudv
IR J  M
= \ f (1 +  |2u +  0S| ) - 6  f (u2  -  v 2 )e~Aududv (6.36)
^  c j (1 +  \2 v +  0 S| ) - 6  I e~ududv
J  R  J  u~^ \ v \
=  c f  (1 +  |2u +  0s|)_6e^dv.
J  R
Using the Peetre-type estimate
(1 + \2v +  #s|) 6 ^  c(l +  |0S|) 6(1 +  |2u|)6, (6.37)
it follows further from (6.36)
(1 +  |a; -  y\)~6 G2(x -  s)G2(y -  s')dxdy
^  c '(l +  |#s | ) - 6  / ( I  +  \2 v \ f e ~ ^ d v
J R
^ c " ( l  +  |^ | ) - 6.
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Now we arrive at
i i a ^ - i i 2
/  /  \HsUV(x,y)\2dxdy
*/ IR */ K
< c(l +  |s -  s' | ) - 6e - 2l‘- ‘'l
^ co(l I5 ~  s/|) 6(^  +  1^ +  ^|) 6
=  k4(s — s', t  — t'),
which gives
WA s tK 'A \ 2  ^  k4(s -  s', t -  t'). (6.38)
Since the kernel of A*siA s>ti is given by
(27t)~1/2G(£ — t)G(r] — t') f  e~tx^ ~ ^ E ( x  — s)E(x  — s')dx
J r
which is nothing but Hst^ ti(£,ri), it follows further that
IIA stA : , t , \ \ 2  ^ k 4 ( s - s ' , t - t ' ) .  (6.39)
Thus the operators (4s)*=(s,0eRa satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 6.13 with M0 =  
2e- 2  and M  given by (6.34). Hence we have proved the theorem for n = 1. But 
the general case follows now by observing that we may handle each pair of variables 
{xj,£j), 1 ^  j  ^  n, separately. □
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Chapter 7
A fraction-tim e, spatially  
invariant, pseudo-differential 
initial value problem
We start by investigating the initial value problem
0 V?u(x,t)  + ip(Dx)u(x,t)  = 0 (7.1)
and
QV«~lu(x, t ) | t=0 =  b(x) (7.2)
for i  G 1 ,  0 < t ^  T, T  ^  oo, and suitable b : R —> R . Here 0 < a <  1 
and oV?  (and qV^~1) denotes the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of the 
order a  (and a  — 1, respectively). Moreover ip : M —► M is a continuous negative 
definition function satisfying certain smoothness and growth condition. By ip(Dx) 
we denote the corresponding pseudo-differential operator which is at least defined 
for u : IR x [0, T] —> R, such that u(-,t) G «S(R) for £ fixed. Recall that [0, T] is the 
closed interval 0  ^  ^  T  for T  < o o  and for T  = oo we mean the closed interval
[0, oo). Following [34] we take in (7.1) and (7.2) a spatial Fourier transform
u(£,t) := (27t)~1/2 f  e~lx^u(x,t)dx  (7.3)
J r
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to get first
(ilj(Dx)u(-,t))A{ ^ t )  = ip(£)u(£,t) (7.4)
and eventually as transformed problem
0 V?u(S , t )+i l>(OW,t)  = 0 (7.5)
and
0 V ? - 1 u(£,t)\t=o = m -  (7-6)
Problem (7.5) and (7.6) we can consider as a parameter dependent fractional initial 
value problem. Under appropriate smoothness conditions we can solve this problem 
using a Laplace transform with respect to t. Denoting by s i—»■ U (£, s) the Laplace 
transform for the function t w(£,£), i.e.
POO
U(Z,t):= e ~ stu ( t , t ) d t  (7.7)
Jo
we find for (7.5) and (7.6) by a formal calculation
s“U(l;,s) + iP($)U(S,s) = b(Z), (7.8)
or
U (£ ,s )=  (7.9)
V '  S a + 1 p ( £ )  V '
Using well-known formula for Laplace transforms, compare [34], we arrive formally 
at
t )  =  (7.10)
Thus, we expect under suitable conditions
u ( x , t )  =  (27T)-1/2 [
(7.11)
=  (27r)_1/2i “ _1 ( F ~ 1( E Cha(- i l>(-) ta )) * b )  ( x , t )
to be a solution of (7.1) and (7.2).
Note that for = | £ |2 this is exactly the result discussed in [34, p.l40-p.l41]
for the equation
o W l l t ) - * H M  =  0 (7.12)
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and
o£>“ 1 u ( x , t ) \ t = 0  = tp(x). (7.13)
As the first step towards our final result in this chapter we quote from [5, Proposition 
5.1, p.309]:
P ro p o sitio n  7.1. Let 0 < a < l , ^ : R —> R a  continuous negative definite function 
and b : R —> R a function with pointwisely definite Fourier transform, for example 
b G A(R), the Wiener algebra. The unique solution to (7.5) and (7.6) is given by 
formula (7.10).
In order to use this proposition to establish (7.11) we only need to assume that 
in the calculation leading from (7.5) and (7.6) to (7.11) we can reverse all steps as 
we need to guarantee that the steps leading from (7.1) and (7.2) are reversible.
First we note
L em m a 7.2. Suppose that ifj : R —> R satisfies (5.2). If  b G Lp(R) for some 
1 ^  p ^  oo, then x i—> u{x,t), where u is given by (7.11) belongs to C&(R).
Proof. By Corollary 5.4 we know that Ea)a(—ipf) ta) G L 1 fR) fl L°°(R). Now 
Young’s inequality, compare [18, p.31] yields the result. □
Of course Lemma 7.2 does not give sufficient smoothness for (7.1) hold. In a later 
study we will consider Sobolev-type smoothness. Here we confine ourselves to the 
very smooth case, i.e. b G 5(E). We assume now that is at least of class C2, i.e. we 
assume Lemma 5.6 to hold. In particular we will use F~ 1 (EajCt(—ripf)ta)) G L 1(R). 
In this case u given by (7.11) is with respect to x for t > 0 fixed the convolution off 
an L1 (R)-function with a function in SfR )  implying that u f ,  t) G C£°(R). Moreover, 
using Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.3 it follows that
(1 +  \x\2 )\u(x,t)\ ^  eft). (7.14)
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Thus we conclude that it(-, t) G CJ°(R) H L^M). For b G 5(R) we have b G «S(R) 
and since Ea a^(—'ip(-)ta) is for t > 0 fixed bounded, we deduce that (1 +  H k 2^ )u(-,t) G 
L1(M) n  L°°(R) for all k ^  0 and t > 0 fixed. This implies in particular that 
ip(')u(-,t) G LX(R) or 'ip(Dx)u(’,t) G Coo(IR) for t > 0 fixed. Eventually we obtain
P ro p o sitio n  7.3. If  ijj : M —i► R is a continuous negative definite function of class 
C k, k ^  2, satisfying (5.2) and if b G «S(R), then for t > 0 the function (7.11) 
satisfies (7.1). Moreover, f o r t  —> 0 it follows (7.2).
Proof. It remains to make a remark to (7.2). But the uniformly with respect to f  
in (7.10) allows the passage to the limit, compare also in [26, Chapter 5 in particular
R em ark  7.4. The reader should put Proposition 7.3 in its right plane. It uses
parameter. What we added is just a more detailed analysis of the parameter depen­
dence due to its special structure, i.e. being at 'ipiO-
In a next step we want to discuss the problem
5.3]. □
essentially well-known results on fractional initial value problems depending on a
oWj*u(x, t) +  ip(Dx)u(x , t) = g(x, t) (7.15)
and
0V f  1u(a:, i ) | t=0 =  6 (a:). (7.16)
Again we first apply a spatial Fourier transform to (7.15) and (7.16) to find
(7.17)
and
o lu(^t)\t=Q = b{0 ^ (7.18)
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for g : R x [0, oo) —> R and 6 : R —> R being suitable functions. Solving the 
problem (7.17) and (7.18) using the Laplace transforms U(£,s) = J0°°e~stu(£>,t)dt  
and G{f,s)  =  / 0°° e~sig(£,t)dt we first arrive at
sQf7(£, 5) +  m u & S )  =  G (f, s) +  6(0 , (7.19)
or
+  p .* , )
s“ +  V'(C s“ +  ^ > (0
Taking the inverse Laplace transform we find
&(£,*) = b{€)ta- 1Eata(-iJ)(Z)ta)+ [  ( t - T ) a- lEata(-'ip(£)(t - T)a) 9 ( ^ t )dr- (7-21)
Jo
Finally, using the convolution theorem we have the formal solution to (7.15) and
(7.16) given by
u {x,t) = {2tt) 1/2ta 1 [  b(x — y)(F 1{EctjOC(-'ip{-)ta)))(y)dy
J  R
+  (2 7 r)"1/2£a -1  f  [  g{x -  y , T ) { F - \ E ^ a( - ^ ) { t  -  r )a))){y)dTdy.
J R  JO
(7.22)
Once again, uniform (with respect to t ) smoothness in x  will allow to reverse 
the arguments. As before 6 G «S(R) is sufficient. For g matters are more delicate, 
however g : R x [0, oo) —> R such that #(•, £) and #(-, £) are in <S(R) with semi-norm
bounds uniform in t and g(x, •) and g(£, •) in C]{R) fl LX(R) as well as §-tg{x, •) andm u  m iu i  111 u u  y y u , ,  - j  u  y \ C , , ’ ) ui ’-'6 1 1 ^   u *5 ^
J^g(£, •) in ^ (R jf lL ^ R )  with in all four cases norm bounds \\h(x, 
independent of x will be sufficient.
Again we want to emphasize that we can rely on classical results, compare [34],
[5] or [28] and we need only assume controls on the parameter VKO-
In our main investigations we need to change our point of view and we will give 
a weaker notion of solution. We prepare this by giving
D efin ition  7.5. Let 0 < a < 1, z/> : R —► R 6e a continuous negative definite 
function of class C k, k ^  2, satisfying the growth condition (5.2). Further let 
b G L: (R) f l  L°°(R) and g G L°°([0, T ] ;  L2(R)) for some T  > 0. We call u G
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L ° ° ( [ 0 ,  T ];  L 2 ( R ) )  a mild solution to ( 7 . 1 5 )  and (7 . 1 6 )  if u has representation ( 7 . 2 2 ) ,  
i.e.
u(x, t)  =  (27r)~1/2£a_1 f  b { x - y ) ( F ~ 1(E ^ a{-'ip(-)ta)))(y)dy
t  ( 7 .2 3 )
+  (27T)~1/2ta~1 [  [  g ( x - y , T ) ( F - 1(Ea,a( - ' ip ( - ) ( t -T )a))){y)dTdy.
Having Lemma 5 . 6  in mind we can easily deduce
T h eo rem  7.6. In the situation of Definition 7.5 problem ( 7 . 1 5 )  and ( 7 . 1 6 )  has for 
all T  > 0 a mild solution for 6 =  0 and g G L°°([0, T]; L2(M)).
Proof. We only need to prove that u given by ( 7 . 2 3 )  with g G L°°([0,T]\L2(M)) 
belongs to L°°([0,T]; L2(IR)). Now, using Young’s inequality we get
IM|l°°([0,:T];L2(R))
= sup (27t) - 1 / 2
0£t<T
(t -  r )a g(- -  y, t )(F (Ea>a(-'ip(-)(t -  T)a))){y)drdy
'0
't
L2
dr^  sup (2tt) 1/2 [  ( t - T ) a 1 [  g ( - - y , r ) { F  l (Ea>a{-Tp(-)(t -  r )a)))(y)dy
O^t^T Jo J r
< (2tt) “ 1/2 sup f  (t — T)a~1\\g(-,T)\\L2 \\F~1(EQ)a(—ip(-)(t — r )a))\\LidT
0^ <T  J o
^  (27r)“ 1/2||^||Loo([0iT];L2(K)) sup [  (t — T)a~l \\F~l (Ea a^(—ip(-)(t — r ) Q)) | |^ id r
o^ t J o
<  (27r)_1/2 ||p ||L°o([o)T];L2(R)) ^  717(7 !) +  ’
where we used in the last step Corollary 5.7. □
R em ark  7.7. We can not expect that for b ^  0 we get a mild solution in 
L°°([0, T]; L2 (E)) due to the factor ta~l and the decay of \\F~1(Eata(—,ip(-)ta))\\Li 
as t tends to zero. However, for every e > 0 and b G L l (M) fl L°°(M) we find that u 
given by (7.23) belongs to L°°([e, T]; L2 (M)).
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Chapter 8
A result for a fractional-tim e 
pseudo-differential initial value 
problem w ith space-dependent 
coefficients
We now want to study the problem
oV fu (x ,  t) +  ip(Dx)u(:r, t) +  p(x, Dx)u{x, t) =  g(x, t) (8.1)
and
o V ^ 'u ^ x H )  | i=0 =  0 . (8 .2 )
Here, 0 < a  < 1, : R —► R is a continuous negative definite function of class C k,
k ^  2, satisfying the growth condition (5.2), and
p(x ,D x)v(x) = (2n)~1/2 [  e%xip(x,£)v(£)d(  (8.3)
J R
is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol p : R x R —► R. We will discuss later 
on certain desirable properties of the symbol p(x,£).  In this paragraph, however, 
the only property needed is that p(x, Dx) satisfies the estimate
\\p(x,Dx)u(-, t ) \ \ L 2 < fi\\u{-,t)\\L2 , u(-,t) e  L2(R), (8.4)
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where // is independent of t , and
I K , * ) H 2l2  =  f  \ u { x , t ) \ 2dx .
J  R
Using (7.23) and having in mind Definition 7.5 we give
(8.5)
D efin ition  8.1. Let 0 < a < l , if as above and g E L°°([0, T]; L2(M)) for
some T  > 0. We call u E L°°([0, T]; L2(R)) a mild solution to problem (8.1) and 
(8 .2 ) if
u(x, t)  = {2tt) - 1/2 [  [  (t -  r )a~lg(x -  y ,T ) ( F - l (Ea,a(-ip{-)(t -  T)a)))(y)drdy
J R JO
+  (2 ?r)~1/2 [  [  (t -  T)a- l (p(x,Dx)u(x -  y,r))
J R  J O
x ( F _1(E o,a (-V>0(< -  T ) a ) ) ) ( y ) d T d y
(8 .6)
holds.
Remark 8.2. The definition is justified, when looking at p(x, Dx)u(x,t)  as an ad­
ditional right-hand side in (7.15).
Let us introduce the operator 
Ltu(x, t) := (2tt) - 1/2 [  f  (t -  T)a - 1#(a; -  y, r)
J R  J O
x (F “ 1(£’a)Q(-^(-)(^  -  r )a)))(y)drdy
t (8-7)
+  (2 tt) 1/2 /  / ( £ - r ) a ^ ( r c , / } * ) ^  -  y ,r))
J R  J O
x (F _1(£ Qia(-^(-)(*  -  r )a)))(y)drdy.
It follows that u E L°°([0, X]; L2(R)) is a mild solution to (8.1) and (8.2) if and only 
if u is a fixed point of Lt , i.e.
Ltu — u. (8 .8 )
We will now prove that under condition (8.4) the operator L has a unique fixed
point in L°°([0, T]; L2(R)) provided T  > 0 is sufficiently small.
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P ro p o sitio n  8.3. Suppose 0 < a  < 1, if : M. —> R  is a continuous negative defi­
nition function of class C k, k ^  2, satisfying (5.2) and suppose that p (x , Dx) sat­
isfied (8.4). Further let g E L°°([0,T]; L2 (R)). Then the operator L t satisfies on 
L°°([0, T]; L2(M)) the Lipschitz estimate
||Ltu — Ltv ||z,oo((0jT’];i2(R)) ^  At ||u — t'||^oo([o)T];L2(R))- (8.9)
Proof. For u, v E X°°([0, X1]; L2(M)) we have 
Ltu(-,t) -  Ltv(' , t)
=  ( 2 7 T ) - 1/ 2 f  f\t -  -  t Y ) ) ) ( x  -  y)
JR JO
X p ( x ,  D x ) ( u ( y ,  t )  -  v ( y ,  r ) ) d r d y
=  ( 2 * ) - ^  f  ( ( t  -  r ) “ - ‘ ( F - ‘ ( ^ ( - ^ ( . ) ( t  -  t ) “ ) ) ) )
Jo
* (p(z, £U)(u(-, r)  -  u(-, r))) (x)Xr.
Using Young’s inequality it follows that
|| Ltu — Ltv | | loo([0it] ;l 2(r))
< (2tt) " 1/2 sup [  (t -  r )a~l \\F~* (Eaja(- i f(-)(t  -  t ) q))||l i 
x \\p(x, Dx)(u(' ,r) — u(-, T))||L2dT
^  (27r)_1/2 sup [  (£ -  T)a~lh(t ,r)\ \p(x,Dx)(u(-,T) -  u (- ,r ) ) ||L2 dr 
O t^^T Jo
where as in (5.13) we put
h(t ,r)  := W F ^ i E ^ a i - i f ^ i t  -  T ) a ) ) \ \ L u
Using (8.4) we find
||p(x ,D x)(u{-,r) -  u (- ,r ) ) | |L2 ^  p\\u(’,r )  -  v ( - , t ) \ \ L 2 
which implies by (5.15) that
and the proposition is proved. □
C oro lla ry  8.4. In the situation of Proposition 8.3, if T  > 0 is sufficiently small, 
then Lt is a contraction on L°°([0, T]; L2(R)), i.e. (8.9) holds with Xt  < 1.
Proof. Since
It is obvious that Proposition 8.3 implies that for g =  0 the only solution to (8.1) 
and (8.2) is the trivial one, i.e. u = 0. For g ^  0 we can use Banach’s fixed point 
theorem to get a mild solution provided T  > 0 is sufficiently small and we have an 
invariant set containing g. The latter we establish in the following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n  8.5. Suppose that the condition of Proposition 8.3 are satisfied. For 
R > 0 consider
B(g ,R)  {v G L°°([0, T]; L2(R)) | ||u — #||L°°([o,:r];L2(R)) ^  R}  (8 -11)
Then there exist T  > 0 such that Lt leaves B(g ,R)  invariant, i.e. u G B(g,R)  
implies L tu G B(g , R).
Proof. As before we may derive
lim =  lim T“ =  0
the result follows from (8 .1 0 ). □
and assume
ll^llL°°([0,T];L2(K)) ^
R
(8 .12)
| | ^ ^ | | l oo([0,T];L2(K))
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(8.16)
as well as 
|| LtU — p 11 Z^oo ([0,r] ;Z,2 (R))
^ ||Ltu ||L°o([o)T];L2(R)) +  ||p ||loo([0,T];L2(R))
f T (8.14)
^  (27r)_1/2/i /  { t - T ) a - 1h ( t , T ) d T \ \ u \ \ Loo([QtT}.L2{:R))
Jo
+  (2?r)-1/2 /  ( t -  T)a-1/i(^r)dr||p ||Loo([0iT];L2(K)) +  ||^||L~([o,r];L2(R))-
Jo
Furthermore, for u G B(g, R) it follows that
||w||l°°([0,T];L2(R)) “  Up||l°°([0,T];L2(R)) ^ ||^ — P||l°°([0,T];L2(R)) ^
or
||^ '||X/oo([0,T];L2(R)) ^ —£■ (8.15)
Thus we arrive at
II LtU — p||l°°([0,T];L2(R))
CT  5/?
^  (2n)~1^ 2fi /  (t — r )a~1h(t, t )(It —
Jo  ^
+ ( 2?r) ~ 1/2 Jo  ( t - T ) Q~ l h ( t ’ T ) d T ^  + J
^ (27t)_1//2 m ax(l, fi) f  (t — r )a~1h(t, +
Jo  2
Again we can use (5.15) to find
| |L tu  -  ff|U~([0,T|i£,2 (R)) ^  (27r)-1/2m ax (l,M ) ^ r ^ ('|r~ 1) +  ' X  +  T ’
(8.17)
and choosing T  > 0 such that (2ir)~1/2 m ax(l, p) ^ T a  ^ ^  \  we
obtain the invariance of B(g, R). □
Combining Proposition 8.3 and Proposition 8.5 we eventually have
T h eorem  8.6 . Let 0 < a < 0 and if : R —s► R be a continuous negative definite 
function of class C k, k ^ 2, satisfying (5.2). Suppose further that with k \ and 
from  (5.15) we have chosen T  > 0 such that
2(2?r)~1/2 m a x (l,p) (  Kl +  — TQ)  < 1. (8.18)
\ a (7 — 1) a J
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3 R  R
I
Then L t is a contraction on L°°([0,T]\L2(M)) and for | | ( 7 | |l ° ° ( [ o,:t ];L 2 ( ! ) )  ^  j  the 
operator Lt leaves B(g ,R)  C  L°°([0, T]; L2(R)) invariant. Consequently, L t has a 
unique fixed point which is a mild solution in the sense of Definition 8.1 to problem 
(8 .1) and (8 .2 ).
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Chapter 9 
Existence and Uniqueness for a 
Class of Stochastic Fractional 
Differential Equations
In this chapter, let (fi, T ,  P) be a complete probability space with a filtration 
{Ft}t*o satisfying the usual conditions, i.e. it is right continuous and P'o contains 
all P-null sets. B ( t ) is a standard Brownian motion defined on (f2,.F, P). Now we 
want to modify the problem (8.1) and (8.2) as follows: Find a stochastic process 
u = u(x, t; w) such that
Here u(x,t) is random variable. We work in the Banach space L2(Q x M; L°°([0, T])) 
defined by
with the initial data
0V? lu(x,t)\t=o = 0 . (9.2)
L2(fi x R ;L ” ([0,T])) := <« : fi x R —> L°°([0,T]) | |u(x.<)|2^
(9.3)
equipped with the norm
(9.4)
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Similar to Definition 8.1, we define the mild solution of problem (9.1) and (9.2)
by
D efin ition  9.1. Let 0 < a  < 1, ip : R  —> R as above for some T  > 0. We call
u G L2{Ll x R; L°°([0, T])) a mild solution to problem (9.1) and (9.2) if
u(x, t)  =  (27t ) " 1/2 [  f  (t -  T ^ - ' g i x  -  y , r ) ( F - 1(Ea,a(-'ip(-){t -  T)a)))(y)drdy 
J R  JO
+  ( 2 t t ) - 1/2 f  f  (t — r )a~l f  f  f (u ( x  — y ,6))dB(6)\
J R Jo \ J 0 /
x (F ~ 1(Ea)a(-'ijj(-)(t -  r )a)))(y)drdy
+  ( 2 tr) “ 1/2 /  [  (t - T ) a~l (p(x,Dx) u ( x - y , T ))
J R Jo  
x (F~l {Eaia(- ip(’)(t -  T ) a ) ) ) ( y ) d r d y  P-a.e. 
(9.5)
holds.
Let us introduce the operator
Ltu(x, t) =  (27r)~1/2 [  f  (t -  r )a~lg(x -  y,T){F~1(Eata(-'ip(-)(t -  T)a)))(y)drdy 
J R JO
+  ( 2 t t ) " 1/2 f  f  (t -  r )a~l f  f  f (u{x  -  y ,0))dB(9}\
J R Jo \ J 0 J
x (F _1(£;Q)Q( - '0 (-)(^ -  r )a)))(y)drdy
+ (2 tt) - 1/2 [  [  ( t - r ) a- l (p{x,Dx)u{x - y , r ) )
J R  Jo 
x ( F ^ ( E a,a(-ip{-)(t -  T ) a ) ) ) ( y ) d T d y .  
(9.6)
It follows that u G L2(D x R; L°°([0,T])) is a mild solution to (9.1) and (9.2) if and
only if u is a fixed point of L t , i.e.
Ltu = u P-a.e.. (9.7)
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T h eo rem  9.2. Let u, v G L2(Q x M; L°°([0, T])) and let f  satisfy the Lipschitz 
conditions
II f { u) ~ f  iy) IIL2(r2xK;L°°([0,T])) ^  ^ l | |^  — ^||L2(fixK;Loo([0,T]))? (9-8)
and linear growth condition
II./(^O IIL2(fi!xR;Loo([0,T])) ^  ^ ( 1  +  ||u||L2(nxR;L°°([0,T]))) (9.9)
where Ki and K 2 are two positive constants. For R  > 0 consider
B { g ,  R) ■— { v  £ L2{Vl X R; L °°([0, T])) | ||l> — ^ ||L2(J1 xK;L°°([0,T])) ^  -R} (9 .10)
and assume
R
IM|L2(nxR;L°°([0,T])) < J -  (9-11)
Then there exists T  > 0 such that L t is a contraction on L2(Ll x R; L°°([0, T])) and 
Lt leaves B(g ,R)  invariant, i.e. u G B(g,R) implies L tu G B(g,R).  Consequently, 
Lt has a unique fixed point which is a mild solution to the problem (9.1) and (9.2).
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Proof. For u, v 6 L2(Vl x M; L°°([0, T])) we have
||Ltlt -  ||£,2 (nxR;X,«»([0 ,rl))
= (2tt) - 1/2 [  [  (t -  t ) q_1 f  i f(u{x  -  y, 0)) -  f ( v ( x  -  y, Q)))dB{0) 
Jr J  0 Jo
x (F _1(£o,o,(-’/>(-)(t -  T)a)))(y)dTdy  
+  (2tr) ' 1/2 /  f  { t - T ) ° ‘- 1(p(x, Dx) ( u ( x - y , T ) - v ( x - y , T ) ) )
R JO
x (F  -  r)a))){y)drdy
L2 (QxR;L°°([0,T]))
L2(OxR;L°°([0,T]))
< (27r) 1/2 [  [  ( t - T ) *  1 [  ( f ( u ( x - y , 0 ) )  -  f { v { x - y ,9 ) ) ) d B ( 0 )
J R JO JO
x {F~l (EafCc(-ip(')(t -  r )a))){y)drdy 
+  (2tt) - 1/2 [  [  ( t - T ) a- l (p(x,Dx) ( u { x - y , T ) - v ( x - y , T ) ) )
J R JO
x (F _1(FQ;a( -^ ( - ) ( t  -  r )a)))(y)drdy
= (27r)-‘/2| J \ t  - t)“-1 «)) - /(»('. *)) W))
* (F _1(F aiQ(-^ (-)(^  -  r )a))){x)dT 
+  (2 tt) " 1/2 f  (t -  T)a- l {p(x,Dx)(u{-,T) - v ( - ,  t)))
Jo
* (F _1(F a,Q( - '0 (-)(^ -  t ) q) ) ) ( ^ ) ^
L2(nxR;L°°([0,T]))
^(nxRiL^dO.T]))
L2 (OxR;L°°([0,T]))
(9.12)
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In (9.12), we estimate the first term
f \ t  -  r ) " - 1 ( j \ f ( u ( ; 6 ) )  -  /(« (., e)))dB(6)^
* (F~1(Eaya(-'ip(-){t -  r )a)))(x)drdy
L2(f2xR;L°°([0,T]))
= { E  sup ( /  (t -  r) 
\ J o
(F  1(Ea,a(-'ip(-)(t -  T) a )))(x)dT^) d x \
x 1/2
^  SE I ( sup / ( t - r ) a [ (f(u{-,d)) -  f(v(-,6)))dB(0)
O ^ T J o  \ J  0
* (F  (EQtOC(-ip(-)(t -  T ) a ) ) ) { x ) d T ) dx j
\  1/2
=  <E \a- 1sup /  ( t - T ) 1 
o ^ t ^ r J o  \ j o
2 \  l /2-i
1 /2
* (F  -  T ) a ) ) ) ( x ) d r )  da:)
a —I
L2
1 / 2
x 11(F (Ea,a( - ^ ) ( t  -  T)a))){x)dr | | L1
== i E f  sup [  ( t - T ) a  1h ( t , r )  [  (f(u( ',6)) — f(v(-,6)))dB(Q) dr^) }
[  \ o ^ t J o  Jo l 2 /  J
1 / 2
(9.13)
where as in (5.13) we put
h ( t , r )  := ||F _1(FQ)0;(—^ (-)(t — t ) q))||l i.
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Then, by using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, compare [29], we arrive at
J \ t  -  r y -1 (jT(/(uM)) - /(«»(•, 0)))<*B(0))
^ < E [  sup [  ( t  — T ) a ~ 1h ( t , T )  
y \  0^t<T Jo
sup [  ( / « ,  6)) -  /(v(-, 6)))dB(d)
)^t ^ t  J o
^  f  Kl rpoL^-i)/^ k 2 j ia \
^  \ a ( i -  1) a  J
2 \  1 /2
dr
x < E sup / (/(it(-, 0)) -  f(v(-, 6)))dB(0) 
o ^ t ^ t  J o l 2
1/2
/  ^ 1  r j - ' q ( 7 - 1 ) / 7  . ^ j i a \
\ a (  7 - 1) a  y
{ 2  ^ ! / 2
E [  sup f  f  (f(u(-,0)) -  f ( v ( ’,d)))dB(0) )
JR 0^r<T \Jo /  J
4  ( ^ y r i ) T0,(7" 1)/7 +  ^ r “ )
T c ( 7 - D / 7  +  | E f  sup ( / ( „ ( . _  .)) _ , ) ) )2dx
a J I Jr o w t
^  4 T 1/2 (  — —
a(7  -  1)
^  4 T 1/2Jft:1 f — ^a(7 -i)/7  +  ^ T <*\ 
\ a ( 7  — 1) a  /
Ur — v\ L2(nxR;L°°([0,T])) ■
(9.14)
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For the second term in (9.12), we have
f  ( t -  T)a~l (p(x, Dx){u(-,t ) -  v ( - , t ) ) )  
Jo
L2(fixR;L°°([0,T]))
(F  -  r ) a)))(x)dr) dx >
1/2
(9.15)
^ < E  f (  sup f ( t - r ) a 1(p(x, Dx){u{-,t) -  u (-,t)))
 ^ JR '  O^t^T Jo
1 /2
* (F  (Faia (-^ (-)(*  -  r ) a )))(x)dr dx
^ { e ( ^  sup [  (t — r )a 1h(t,T)\\p(x,Dx){u(‘, r ) - v { ' , T ) ) \ \ L2dT\ )  
[ V o^crJo /  J
1 / 2
where as in (5.13) we put
h(t ,r)  := ||F  1(F Q,Q(-V ,(-)(lt- 7')a ))IUi-
Using (8.4) we find
||p(x, Dx)(u(', t )  -  u( - , r ) ) | |L2 ^  n\ \ u { - , t )  -  v { - , t ) \ \ L 2
which implies by (5.15) that
[  (t -  r ) Q_1(p(x, Dx)(u{-, r) -  v(-, r))) 
Jo
L2(fixR;L°°([0,T]))
sup p (x ,D x){u{-,t) -  v(-,t))
0£t<T
^ < E ^  sup [  (t — r )a 1h(t ,r)
[ \0^t^TJo
*  " ( ^ y h ) T“<7M>/7 +  ? T° )  l|U “  t,HiatnxK5i~(K».n»
1 / 2
dr
L2
(9.16)
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Combining (9.14) and (9.16), we have
|| LtU — A ^ | | l 2(OxR;Loo([0,T])) 
s: {2n)~i/2 *1 r a(7 - l ) h  +  ^ T a  \  ( 4 K l T l / 2  +  ^ ) | | „  _  t) | |t 2(n x R ; ioo(|0ir|))a  (7  — 1) a  /
(9.17)
In (9.17), let T be sufficiently small so that
(2tt) - 1/2 (  K! .. .r°(~r-i)/-> +  (4 /f ,T 1/2 +  /i)
\ a (7  — 1 ) a  j
is less than or equal to 1. Finally hence, Lt is contractive.
Now, as before we may derive
| | ^ ^ | | l 2 ( 0 x R ; L oo( [ 0 , T ] ) )
(2tt)"1/2 [ f ( t  — r ) a ~ 1g ( x  — y , r )
J R JO
x (F _1(£ a,a(—i p ( - ) ( t  -  T ) a ) ) ) ( y ) d T d y
+ (2tt) “ 1/2 f f \ t-  t  ) “ _1 [T } ( u ( x  -  y, 6))dB(6)
J R  J o  J o
x ( F - 1 ( £ q,q ( - ^ ( ’)(* -  T ) a ) ) ) ( y ) d r d y  
+  (2?r) _1/2 / f (t — r ) a ~ 1p ( x ,  D x ) u ( x  — y , r ) )
R JO
x (F  l {E^a( - i ) { - ) { t - T ) a)))(y)drdy
L2(Ox R;L°°([0,T]))
^ (2 t t ) 1/2 f  f  (t - r ) a lg { x - y , r )
J R JO
x  ( F _1( £ ai<, ( —0 ( - ) ( t  -  T)a ) ) ) { y ) d r d y
+ (2W)-1' 2 f  f \ t -  r ) “-> f  f (u ( x  -  y,  0))dB{6)
J R Jo Jo
x ( F ^ F c ^ - V ^ X *  -  T~)a ) ) ) { y ) d T d y
+  (2tr) _1/2 [  [  (t — r )a~1p(x, Dx)u(x — y ,r )
J R JO
x (F~l {Eaya(-ij(-)(t  -  T)a ) ) ) ( y ) d r d y
L2(OxR;Loo([0,T]))
L2(OxR;Loo([0,T]))
L2(OxR;L°°([0,T]))
(9.18)
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In (9.18), we arrive at
||£ ^ ||L 2(nxR;L°°([0,T]))
=  (27r)-'/2 f ( t - T Y - lg(;T)
J o
* (F “ 1(Faia( - ‘0 (-)(i -  r )a))){x)drdy 
+ (27T)-1/21 j \ t  -  r ) “_I Q T  /(«(•, 0 ))dB(0 ) )
* (F-1 (EQya(-i>(-)(t -  r )a))){x)dr 
+  (2 tr) _1/2 [  (t - r ) a~lp{x ,Dx)u{^r)
J o
* ( F ~ 1 ( F Q)Q,( -  r ) a ) ) ) ( x ) d r
L2(nxR;L°°([0,T]))
L2(nxR;L°°([0,T]))
(9.19)
0 )<  4 ( 2 7 r ) “ 1 / 2 T 1 /2  (  * 1  r a ( 7 - l ) / 7  +  y ( „ (\ a ( 7 - l )  a  }
+ **(2 * ) - 1/2 ( ^ ( f r i ) T “ (7" 1)/7 +  ^ T“)
rah -D /7  +  ||S||i,2(n><R;iooa0i7,])).
L2(nxR ;L oo([0,T]))
^(fixRjL^ftO.T]))
+  (27r) a(y  — 1) a
By using the linear growth condition (9.9), we have
| | £ ^ | | L 2(nxR;L°°([0,T]))
^  4(27t) - 1/2T 1/2 «1a ( 7  _  1 ) r “ (7' 1,/7 +  ^ ) at2(i +  ||u|U2(SJxR;t~ ([o.Ti)))
+  **(2 ’ r > ~ 1 /a  ( ^ y r i ) r “ <7~ 1>/7 +  ^ T “)  ll“ l l i * ( n x « iL - ( i o . 7 1))
+  (2tt) - 1 /2
/■VI
a  ( 7  — 1 ) a
=  Ci +  C i||u ||L2(QxR;Loo([0ir])) +  C2||u ||^2(qxK;Loo([0T])) -f C3||^||L2(flxR;Loo([0,T]))i
(9.20)
where
C l :=  4 ( 2 t t ) - 1/2T 1/2 ( - , - i -  +  — T “ )  /T2 ,
\ a ( 7 - l )  a  y
^1 rnry/'v— 1) /-v . ^2
and
C2 := //(2tt) “ 1/2 (  7 ‘ . r a (7 ~ 1)/7 +  —T c \ a (7  — 1 ) c*
C3 := (2?r) - I/2  (  r ° ( 7 - i )/7  +
V a ( 7 - 1 )  a  j
(9.21)
(9.22)
(9.23)
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Then we obtain
|| L t U — 5, | |L2(nxK;Loo([01T]))
^  ||T t'a ||L2(QxKn;Loo([o)r])) +  |M |L 2(OxR;L°°([o,:r]))
^  C \  +  C 'i||u ||L2(Q xR;L°°([0)r])) +  Cf2||w ||L2(fixM;L°°([0>T]))
+  C ,3 | | ^ | | l 2(Ox R;Loo([0,T])) +  | |p  || L2(nxR ;L oo([0,T])) •
Also for u e B{g, R) it follows
Ill'l lL2(OxR;L°°([0,T])) _  | |p | |L 2(fixR;Loo([01T])) ^  llu  ~  # | | l 2(OxR;L°°([0,T])) ^  R
or
II II <r 5 jRIll'll L2(QxR;L°°([0,T])) “ J "  •
Thus we arrive at
n ^  5i* „ 5 R  n R  R
I I L t u  -  p | | l 2 ( O x R ; L ° ° ( [ o , t ] ) )  ^  C i  +  ^ i  —  +  2 ~ 4 ~  +  3 ~4 ~ 4 '
Then we could make C\ +  C \^ f  +  +  C3 j  +  j  ^  R, i.e. 3_5C]4^ 1C,2_C-  s
we find ||Ltu — g | | L 2(OxR;L°°([o,r]))  ^  R-
(9.24)
(9.25)
(9.26)
(9.27)
R  and 
□
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N otation
General N otation
N natural number 
N0 =  N U {0}
Q rational number 
M real number 
R+ = { r G K ; r ) 0 }
Rn Euclidean vector space 
C complex number 
a A  b = min(a, b) 
a V  b = max(a, b)
R e z real part of z G C 
arg z argument of z  G C 
Im z imaginary part of z
Function spaces and norms
C(G) continuous functions
Cq(G) continuous functions with compact support 
Coo(G) continuous functions vanishing at infinity 
C k(G) fc-times continuously differentiable functions 
Gq{G) = Cm(G) n C0(G)
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C*(G) = { u e  Ck(G );3“u € Cb(G), \a\ ^  k}
C~(G) = f )meNC’‘(G)
Co00(G) =  n meNCofc(G)
H s(M.n) classical Sobolev space of fractional order s E 
H*'a(Rn) = { u e  | |u | |^ s < 0 0 }
A/l+ (r2) measures on Q 
.MjJ'(fi) bounded measures on Q,
<S(Rn) Schwartz space of tempered functions 
<S'(Rn) tempered distributions
Functions, Function Transforms and operators
f o g  composition of functions
/  ® g tensor product of functions or distributions
/  * g convolution of functions or distributions
supp f  support of a function or distribution
esssupp f  essential supremum of a function
F [ / ] , /  Fourier transform
F _1[/] inverse Fourier transform
£ ( / )  Laplace transform of /  : R+ —> C
C~1(f )  inverse Laplace transform
C N ( Kn) continuous negative definite functions
CP(Mn) continuous positive definite functions
N(M.n) negative definite functions
P(Rn) positive definite functions
T Gamma function
B  Beta function
Eq Mittag-Leffler function
Ea,p two parameter Mittag-Leffler function
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a continuous negative definite function
01? Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of the order a  > 0
o/«° Identity operator
D(" standard derivative
oV? Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative
♦ T'ui O^t Caputo fractional derivative
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